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INTRODUCTION

In Babylonia, during the Sassanian period, which
commenced with the

founding of the Neo-Persian Empire

by Ardashir I in 226 C.E. and ended with its destruction
by the Arabs in 637

c.

E., there thrived a magic lore

in Jewish circles as all pervading and potent as that
known to the non-Jewish world, which was nevertheless
markedly different in character and technique.

In spite

of the hostile attitude of the s~ges towards this magic
lore, it flourished to such an extent that many sages

themselves fell prey to it.

In the Talmudic literature

of the period we find evidence of the infiltration of
the magic lore of nei gh boring cultures into that of the
Jewish world.
As a result of the conquests of Alexander the
Great, in the fourth century B.O.E., there had developed
an intermingling of the cultures of Greece with those
of the ancient Near East.

The Hellenistic influence

was made manifest in Egypt during the rule of Ptolemy.
Philadelphus (285 E.C.E. - 247 E.C.E.) by virtue of the

1
fact that the Pentateuch had been tr~nslated into Greek.
In Palestine thia influence was further reflected in
the Talmud Yerushalmi and the Midrash, compiled during
the Tannaitic period (10-220 C.E.), which were virtual
storehouses of Greek words and conce~ts that encompassed
2

all phases of human activity.

The Mishnah, as a matter

2

of fact, states that R. Simeon b. Gamaliel (2nd century

c.E.) felt that books of the Scripture could be written
3
in Greek.

Even the Babylonian Amoraic literature

records a tradition concerning this Tanna's partiality
t o t e Greek culture.

R. Judah (3rd century C.E.) said

in the name of Samuel (2nd - Jrd century C.E.) in the
name of Simeon b. Gamaliel (2nd century C.E.) that the
latter's father's household included 1,0-00 pupils, 500
4
of whom studied Torah and 500 ~reek wisdom.
It was in the field of magic, however,

that little

5
of the Greek persuasion c ould be found in Palestine.
The Tannaim, in their strong adherence to a monotheistic
doctrine, were too religiously sensitive to allow any
pagan superstition to enter their legal code overtly.
6
And yet, it is possible that the terms
literally harmers, and

fl\Y"1nl7 ,

r -P~i() ,

7

evil wind or spirit,

as mentioned in the Mishnah, could refer to demons and
evil spirits. since later Babylonian Amoraic literature
8
specifically designates these terms thus.
Though magic was p a gan and forbidden. it does not
mean that it was not practiced.

The little magic that

does permeate the Talmud Yerushalmi is found in a

.

narrative concerning Simeon b. Shetah (1st century
the head of the Sanhedrin.

E.c.E.),

To counteract the powe~ of

witches about to be hung. Simeon b. Shetah selected 80
•
young men, gave them 80 clean garments, which they

placed in new pots and tied on their heads, and then
advised them that upon a given signal they should all
come at once, each selecting a witch and lifting her
from the ground.

He explained that so long as the

witch is not attached t o the earth, she can do no harm.
The Talmud Yerushalmi mentions that he fooled the witches
into believing that he was a wizard,by ap p earing before
9
The belief that
them on a rainy day with dry clothes.
demohs get their strength from the earth is a magical

10
co~cept th a t had been borrowed from the Greeks.
Strange as it may seem, such knowledg e was considered
mandatory.

.

According to R. Johanan (2nd - Jrd century

C.E.), a member of the Sanhedrin had to know sorcery
11
in order to qualify for membership.
It was in the New Testament that the belief in
demons and magic was paralleled during the early Tannaitic
period, by virtue of its dealings with the common folk.
Ignorance and superstition united men morA readily than
knowledge and enlightenment.

Magicians at that time

resorted to exorcism to combat the evil spirits, who
were believed to cause disease.

Thus we find,

Jesus

was alleged to rid the diseased and ill by expelling

12
the demons.

Since Jesus preached and practiced in

Jewish circles this indicated the magic beliefs that
prevailed.

Magic was, n~vertheless, practiced in

scholarly circles, since we find,

in later Babylonian

Amoraic literature, a legend preser'Md of the Tanna,

4

R. Simeon b. Yohai

•

(2nd cantury C.E.) exorcising the

lJ

demon. Ben Temalion, from a Roman princess.

as R. Simeon b. Yo!J.ai

commands Ben Temalion.

so Jesus commanded one demon,

Just
)(~ \\'~t)J)

\':l }(j

"Dumb 3nd deaf spirit, I

14
Just as Jesus cured

command you, come out of him."•

1.5
the sick with his touch,

R. Joha nan, the Palestinian

•
Amora, cured and had, himself, been cured by the touch

16
of the hand.
The geographical location of Palestine made it
fairly easy for the great Babylonian en d Egyptian civilizations to make impress on the population of Palestine.

17
Since the time of the Pentateuch,

~gypt had been

tecognized as a land rife with magic.

This knowledge

is manifested by the later Babylonian

moraic statement

that "Ten ~abs of witchcraft descended on the world,

18
and nine of them were taken by Egypt ••• ".

The Tanna

R. Eliezer (1st - 2nd century C.E.) referred to the
19
fact that Ben Stada, whose identity is debatable,
had
20
brought sorcery back to Palestine from Egypt.
This
awareness is further attested by the incident of Ze 1 iri
(4th century C.E . ).

the Palestinian Amora, who went to

Alexandria and bought an ass.

About to water it. he
21
saw it dissolve and turn into a landing plank.
Since large numbers of Jews had been residing in

Babylon from the days of Nebuchadnezzar, the influence
of Babylonian magic is evidenced in the Bible as well
as the Babylonian Amoraic literature .

We find Babylonian

words like ~ edu, a protecting spirit, and Lilitu, a female
wind spirit who roams the world

at night in search of

22
a mate, with their parallels 0 1 TIV ,
the Bible.

and

J)

1)

1

S,

23
in

···"./ithin the Biblical period, however, the

connotation of protecting spirit had b~altered to that
of a malevolent s p irit, a demon .

This is in the cultural

pattern that when borrowing deities from one culture
to another,

the attributes of the deities become

transformed.

Included among the evil spirits in the

Mandaic reli g ion, we find the Hebrew God

x•~St ,

24
the

Babylonian Sungod, Shamash, and the Ba bylonian Moongod,

25
Sin.

In contrast to Isaiah's r e ference to Lilith

26
as a desert dweller,

we find l a ter Babylonian Amoraic

literature fusing the Ba byloni a n Lilitu, the nocturnal
V

paramour, with the Labartu or Lamastu, a n unhuma n spirit,
with the head of a lion, the body of a woman, and the
feet
Juda h

of

27
a bird.

This fusion is borne out when Rab

(Jrd century C.E . ), citing Samuel (3rd century C.E.),

claims that the mother of a miscarriage having the
likeness of Lilith, that is, wings and a human face,
28
is unclean,
and R. Hanina (2nd century C.E.) st a tes

.

29

that Lilith would appear to those who slept alone,
since both refer to the same demon, Lilith.
Since Babylonia was a land rife with magic and
demonology, it was only natural that the Babylonian sages
should color Biblical terms with demonological attributes .

6

JO
~\U1 ,

Thus we find the

the fiery bolt

and bitter destruction of the Bible, classified as
demons in Amoraic literature.
interpretation of

f1'6 1

So specialized was the

that it had been defined as

)(lJtl() ,

31
those demons which haunt roofs.
Amoraic times, we find two destru~tive demons,
and

0

1

1i1~'J.. "Tl'lJ'

'1'7r') _'.:1\.'.lp

'.1LJ'(1 , the former in control during

the hours before noon, the latter after noon, during

J2
the first half of the month of Tammuz.
Between t h e communities of Palestine and the
Diaspora, and particularly in Babylon , there thrived a
learned intercourse•

The reli g ious significance of

the land of Israel tempted a number of Babylonian sages
to migrate there.

In fact, Resh La~ish

(Jrd century

O.E.), a Palestinian A~ora, expounded "When the Torah
was forgotten in Israel, Ezra came from Babylon and
established it; whe n it was forgotten again, Hillel
the Babylonian c am e and established it; when it was
once more forgotten, R . Hiyya (Jrd century C.E.) and

•

3.'.3

his sons came and re-established it.«
Though the traffic by later Amoraic tim~s was
from 1est to East, R .

Ze'era (4th century c.E.} was one

of the Babylonian Amoraim who emigrated to Palestine.
The fact th a t he brought some of the Babylonian magical
influences with him is evidenced by "When R.

Ze'era

emigrated to Palestine, he festsd a hundred fasts to
forge~ the Babylonian Talmud, that it should not
trouble him •••• And yet another hundred, that the fire

7

of Gehenna might be powerless against him.

Every thirty

days he used to examine himself [ to see if he were fireproof~ .

He would heat the oven, ascend, and sit therein,

but the fire had no power against him.

One day, however,

the Sages cast an ( envious.] eye upon him, and his legs
were singed, whereafter he was called 'Short and leg-

J4
singed.'

11

Thia concept of making himself fireproof is in
the tradition of the earlier Babylonian 'trial by fire'

as depicted in Daniel, of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego,

who had been cast into the fiery furnace and then

35
came out unscathed.

This p ractice is another inst a nce

of the Babylonian tradition in the Bible being p reserved
in later Amoraic literature.
It is interesting to note that the Palestinian
Amara, R.

Ze 1 iri (3rd century C.E.), who had been born

in Babylon and then went to live in Palestine, had also
made a trip to Egypt, where he came into contact with a
magical incident.

The fact that the story of his

purchase of an ass that turned into a landing plank is

36
mentioned in Babylonian Amoraic literature,

is a good

indication of the cultural interchange between Babylonia
and Palestine.
Rab, who had gone to Palestine to study, returned

37
to Babylon and headed the Academy at Sura.

Though his

statement that n99 0ut of 100 di• of the evil eye and
one through natural causes" is mentioned in both the

8

38

39
it is in the
and Talmud Babli,

Talmud Yerushalmi

Babylonian version that his statement is prefaced with
the account that he went to a cemetery and performed

1 '::)..y-r ' X(";) -r::l.> , literally he pe rformed what he performed,
40
i.e.,

Another insta nce, indicating

some magical praxis.

his awa r eness of the significance of magic and the
practice o f

it,

is to be found in the tale he relates

to R. ~iyya to the effect th at

"l myself saw an Ara bian

traveller take a sword and cut up a c amel ; then he rang
41
arose."
a bell at which [_the came ~
Notwithstanding the beliefs and practices of the
foregoing s ages in the field of magic, their colleagues
set up legal restraints;
black magic or sorcery,

they ~rosoribed recourse to
on th e grounds that the basic

practice of inflicting harm on other people was tot a lly
alien to Jewish law.

The discovery of Aramaic Incantation Bowls

(hereinafter referred to as AIB) considerably augmented
our knowledge of the magical beliefs and practices of
the Sassanian era.

Most of these bowls were found at

42
various sites in Iraq,

but it is difficult in many

cases to determine the exact provenance, because they
were purchased through dealers far removed from the site
of origin .
Since James A. Montgomery published his Aramaic
Incantation Texts from Nippur (Philadelphia, 1913),

4J
Julian Obermann,

44
Cyrus H.

Gordon,

and others have

9

edited further documents of the same type and h a ve advanced
the study of the subject by comparing the new material
with indications to be found in Babylonian Amoraic
literature.
The specifically Jewish Aramaic texts are written
in the language and idiom of the Amoraic portion of the
Talmud, though all documents of this class reveal a
mixture of Babylonian, Iranian, Greek, and Jewish elements,
reflecting the pronounced syncretism of the Sassanian
and the pre ceding Graeco - Roman period s,
Montgomery dates the texts to the beginning of the

45
seventh century.

This dating, however, leaves unsol ved
(a) In Amoraic

at least two important problems .

literature, bowls used in magic contain liquids, but no
mention is made of the inscri~tion of incantations on

46
them.

The latter is a sophisticated practice which

must have taken time to develop before it could have
become a popu l ar usage.

(b) Although the notion of

47
legal action aga inst a demon was known to the sages,
the practice of writing a divorce, which is found in

48
the AIB,

was not.

About the earliest extraneous

indication of such a usage occurs only in a thirteenth

49
century work, Ma 1 aseh Yerushalmi,
by Abraham, son of Maimonides.

allegedly written

In view of these factors,

a date coinciding with the l ater Gaonic period , from
the eighth to the tenth century,would seem more likely.

10

The Jewish magician of the AIB was more wont to
borrow from the magic of alien cultures than were the
sages of Babylon.

Unlike them, he was not involved with

moral a nd legalistic scruples in determining what was
p~rmitted on the one hand, and which superstitions were
prohibited on the other, as con s tituting "ways of the
Amorites."
position,

Moreover, he was in a peculiarly fortunate
inasmuch as his native Babylonia was a virtual

storehouse of magical lore.
'l' he use of the bowl

In a text from the magical series,

ancient Babylonia.
Utukk~ Limnuti,

in megic was well known in

it is said expressly of a hou s ehold

50
demon,

"with a basin without opening may they cover it;"

and modern schol a rs are of
of ou r

the o p inion that

the bowls

texts were used to imprison evil spirits in just

this way.

Indeed, Montgomery points out that the verb

VJ-:)."") "press

11 ,

is used repeatedly in the accompanying

51
texts

- an expression which may well indicate the

practice of inverting the bowls in order to imprison

52
the evil spirits.
~abylonien,

137f

Hyvernat,

in Sur Une Vase Judeo-

suggests further that the use of

Aramaic incantation bowls was similar to the Jewish legends
of Solomon confining demons in vases,
Talmud,

etc.

53

Tbe

too, mentions the use of bowls in magic, but

there they are said to have contained oil, water, or

54
broth for the necessary procedures.

As

such, we find

"Incantations are made over oil contained in a vessel,
but not in the hand."

55

11

Babylonian influence on the bowl-texts is manifested
by the exorcist's invocation of members of the Babylonian
Pantheon:

"The Lord Shamash has sent me against you,

56
Sin has sent me, Bel has commanded me ••• "

This is a

survival of the old Babylonian formulas found in the

57
Maglu series, i, 1. 52ff.

Similarly, Lilith, against

'
whom many of the bowls were inscribed, was actually a
composite of the Babylonian Lilitu and the childstealing witch Lamashtu.
Iranian influence appears infrequently, apart from

58,
such terms as

''\ 11

,devils,

and ·°\7':)J\'l) ,id. ols.
V

Iranian proper names, e.g. Saborduch (the suffix -duch

59
meaning daughter), appear of course in several texts.
Greek influence is shown b y the use of ArmasaHermes,in a Jewish text,

"I am clad with the garment of

60
Hermes ••• ";

while in a pagan text we find reference

61

62

to such Greek deities as Zeusa (Zeus),

Okinos (Okeanos)

63
as well as Hermes.
Invocation of so characteristically Jewish a
figure as Joshua b. Perahia (1st century E.C.E.) in a
Syriac text affords further evidence of the popular

64
syncretism which marks these documents.

There are

also other borrowings from Jewish culture in Syriac
texts. such as the use of Amen, Amen, Selah, Halleluyah,
and in Mandaean texts, such as the reference to

66
Solomon's seal.

65

12

One of the texts, a love charm, shows such a degree
of cultural syncretism that Montgom ery h a s been unable
to classify it as either distinctively r,agan or Jewish.
~

he spirit of the text is Greek, but there are evidences

of Jewish influence, such as the invocation of the angel

67

.

Rahmiel,

68
and the use of Amen, Amen,

at the end of

the petition.
The absorption of foreign elem ents by the Jews was
mrtched by a corresponding absorption of Jewish elements
by

the pagans.

This is clearly borne out in Graeo&-

Roman magical texts.

In one Gr0~~ magical inscription

we find reference to the angels Michael, Gabriel, and
69
Raphael.
In another, appeal is ma de to lao Sabaoth,
70
"Iao, Sabaoth,

Adonai, Eloai ••• " to "give to me•••

victory, fame, success with all men and with all women

71
•••"
The purpose of the following pages is to illu~trate
the Jewish element of the Aramaic Incantation Bowls by
citing comparative materiAl from Mishnaic and Amoraic
sources.

Some of this material illustrates the general

climate of Jewish thought and practice about magic,
while some illustrates specific statements made in the
texts.

I propose to show the influences of non-normative,

as well as normative, Judaism on the AIB.
T

he natural approach to full understanding of a

magical rite or ceremony would be the examination of
these practices in the indigenous culture.

If this

13

noes not resolve the problem, then we seek the solution
in the civilizations that had contact with the culture
in question.

If, again, no parallels are found in

searching the practices of the surrounding cultures then
we study man's practices at l a rge.

In this light, analysis

of the magic of Amoraic literature and the AIB would
require examination in a broader as p ect if we are to
solve recondite practices.

14

CHAPTER I
DEMONOLOGY AND ANGELOLOGY

Since man could not always explain the actions
of human beings, animals, and inanimate things logically,
he had to attribute the abnormal behavior patterns to
an unseen power, or powers.

Belief in the existence

of an unseen power is probably as old as primitive man
and his religious beliefs. Along with this belief, it
was only natural that man should believe in the existance
That

of other superhuman beings, both g ood and evil.

these beliefs were also present among the Jewish people
is doubtless.
How the demons and evil spirits were created has
been a topic for conjecture.

In Jewish literature we

find varied legends regarding their creation.

According

to Enoch, the evil spirits were said to h a ve been
created from the issue of the holy Watchers and the

1
daughters of man.

The Palestinian Amora, R. Jeremiah

b. Eleazar (Jrd century C.E.) is responsible, in
Babylonian Amoraic literature, for two different legends
regarding their creation.

One legend has it that Adam

sired the spirits, demons, and night demons with Lilith
as his consort, during the period of lJO years when ha
was-banished from the Garden of Eden and separated from
2

Eve.

The other

legend has it that one third of the

builders of the Tower of Babel, those who had proposed

15

that they ascend the Tower and make war against God, were
changed into apes

( G'T<'l., )

t

(

0'1)) .r ), spirits

)1~

and Li lin (

1
~

( J\\n1i ) , demons

while the other two thirds

),

3
were scattered over the face of the earth.
details differ,

Though

e.11 these Palesti ,ian legends agree

that the demons were created beings.
S ince the demons and evil spirits were considered
created beings,

the natural evolution of thought was

that they should have form and shape, whether it be
It was easier to fear a being

anthropomorphic or not.

that c ould be personalized, a projection of man himself,
than something completely nebulous.
find,

Nevertheless, we

that the physical characteristics attributed to

the demons by the Jews of Babylonia were as varied as
the fancy of man.

The Tannaim are quoted as teaching,

according to Babylonian Amoraic literature, that demons
were like man in that they were mortal,
could eat,
4
procreate and die;
and like angels in that they had

wings and could fly.

5

Though they were generally

6
invisible,

they were known to have assumed the shapes

of man or woman and consorted with humankind.
Lilith, the nocturnal paramour

Since

(to be discussed in

greater detail lAter on in this chapter) was known to
lgl,ve consorted with men,

the Tanna, R. Hanina

•

(2nd

century C.E.) advised men not to sleep alone in a house

7
for fear of seizure by her.

Satan, the Adversary,

was known to have assumed the guise of a woman on two

16

different occasions, in order to teach the lesson
8
Both the Tannaim , R. Mei r (2nd centur7
VJ~ i"FJ
}J J1 •

r.J

c.

nn

E .) and R. Akiba (2nd century C.E.), used to scoff at

transgressors.

Satan appeared before

them in the

guise of a woman &nd tempted them to transgress.
both coses,

In

the Tannaim started after the woman, only

to have Satan resume his normal shape when they had
indicated their susceptibility to the temptation of woman.
Satan freed both of them from temptation with the

9
admonition that only their learning had saved their lives.
When man was not personalizing the demons, he was
projecting his fears of the wildlife around him in
assuming that the demons c ould appear in other guises.
The scope of forms that the demons could assume is
manifested in an AIB text which exorcises them with the
words:

nnemons and Demonesses, and Lilis and Liliths,

and Plagues Qnd evil Satans. and all evil Tormentors,
which appear - and evil Injurers - in the likeness of
vermin and reptile, and in the likeness of b•ast and

10
bird•••"•

Counterparts can be found in Amoraic tales.

According to Rab,

quoted by Rab Jadah (Jrd century

c ••• ),

Bath Sheba was standing behind a screen bathing herself,
when Satan, in order to attract David's attention,
disguised himself as a bird. David immediately sent an
arrow after the bird, deliberately hovering near the
screen.

With this shot. David broke the screen, whereupon
11

Bath Sheba was revealed to him and he was tempted.

17

Rab, according to Rab Jud h, also t old of Satan appearing
before David in the guise of a deer.

Though David rained

arrows at him, Satan rem ined untouched, persistently
leading David on, until Da vid was in~eigled into the
land of the Philistines, where he was taken prisoner.
It was explained th a t Sa t Hn h a d do:ne this because David
had claimed he would soon s r accept delivery unto his
enemies rather t h an h a v e his f a mily line wiped out as
12
pu nishm e nt for his sins.

.

R. Ahab. Jacob (3rd century O.E.), the ~abylonian
Amora, once s p ent the night in Abayye's (Jrd - 4 th century
O.E.) schoolhouse and saw a demon in the g uise of a

lJ
seven-headed dragon.
Though the bird-forms referred to in the AI~ and
the Talmud are not the same, t h ere is a general relationshi p
between them in the fact th a t

the figure which accompanies

Text 10 of the AlB shows the demon with an owl-like
head. while Raba (3rd - 4th century c.E.) refers to the

14
cock's footprint as evidence of a demon's presence.
The AIB magician who conjured "against you in the

15
name of the Great Prince ••• many Satyrs",

manifests

the prevalent fear thBt a demon might sometimes appear
as a Satyr -

&

belief which is illustrated, in Amoraic

literature, by the statement that Abayye's

(Jrd - 4th

century O.E.) foster mother would have trained a goat
to accompany him into the demon-infested privy, were

18

it not for the fact that Satyrs might change into goats,

16
The importance of the Satyr,

thus causing ~anger.

part he-goat, as a bearer of evil is further brought
out in Amoraic literature when reference is made to the
fact that the East Wind, according to Rab Judah (Jrd
century

c.E.), is said t o storm like a Satyr,

winds were notorious as bearers of harm.

17
since

In both of

these cases, popular superstition is reinforced by popular
etymology, for the Hebrew word
"rainwind" as well as

l'.Y

t

means "satyr" and

"goat".

Tqe blasts of the strong, hot winds, natural phenomena,
and their effects, were attributed by the Jews of Babylonia
to a demon.

In Amoraic literature we find that R.

Isaac

b. Samuel b. Martha (3rd - 4th century C.E.) was the
victim of the "blast of Hamath". When this Amora
•
rubbed himself with oil from a vessel,

over which an

incantation might previously have been pronounced,
blisters a~peared on his face.

A woman seeing him,

18

.Jl() j l i Xf'1' • II

remarked "I see here the

Fear of this

blast demon led the AIB magician to inscribe one of the
amulets as a protection against the

tp'7 ,

19
or blast demon.

20
It was Lilith,

the

11 strangleress",

the "murderess,

21
daughter of a murderess",

who was the most feared of

all demons.

Since she was actually a composite of the
22
23
Babylonian Lilitu
and the Lamashtu,
the nocturnal
paramour and the child-stealing witch, descriptions of

her varied.

Unlike

the other female demons, Lilith had

19

24
long loose tresses.

In fact,

the figure attached to

one of the AIB texts depicted her thus, and, at the

25
She was also

same time, standing nude and bound.

26

depicted with a chain of iron cround her neck,

and,

27
These

at times, with a peg of iron in her nose.

descriptions indicate the desire of the people, i.e.,
the view they wanted to have of h e r

- tied, bound, and

powerless.
It was the chil d -stealing Lilith who was pa rticu la rly
feared during childbirth, because she would attack new28
During pregna ncy,
born children and their mothe rs.

29
she was known to induce b a rrenness and miscarriage.
Even th e law had to take account of her.
(Jrd century C.E.) citin g Samuel (2nd -

Ra b Judah
3rd c en t u ry C.E.),

prescribes that "If a miscarriage hes the likeness of
Lilith,

its mother is

that is wings and a human face,

unclean."

JO

Fear of barrenness was so strong that,

according to the Tanna, Joshua b. Levi

(Jrd century~.),

as quoted in Babylonian Arooraic literature,

one was

Jl
considered as dead if he had no is s ue.

This fear

carried over from Palestine to Babylonia, ~ from early
Tannaitic times to the Gaonic period, when the AIE were
written as evidenced by the fact that an amulet was

32
inscribed against barrenness and aborting.
Due to the fact that all of Lilith's activities
were of a nature to hinder the propagation of the

20

human face,

the majority of the AIB inscriptions were

made out for the protection of homes and the peace of
In the AIB, she was basically depicted as

family life.

JJ
haunting the home,

lurking in the arches and the

J4
even though her usual haunt was of the

threshholds,
desert.

35

The fact that Lilith would frequently appear to

36
one who slept alone

was good reason to fear the night.

Nevertheless, there were other reasons for fearing the
That they were particularly harmful

nocturnal demons.

at night is evidenced by the belief, expressed by the
Palestinian authority, R. Joshua b. Levi,

that it was

unsafe to greet a person in the dark for fear that it

37
might be a demon.
(Jrd century

The Palestinian Amora, R.

Isaac

c.E.) even advised scholars not to go out
38

alone at night for fear of the demons,

as had the

Tanna, R. Jose son of R. Judah (2nd century C.E.), to

39
Rabbi

(2nd - Jrd century C.E.).

It is interesting

to note that this fear of the nocturnal demons was
prevalent, according to Babylonian Amoraic literature,
among the Tannaim, scholars who might have been forced
to be out at night because of their devotion to the
study of Torah.

They felt that there was good reason

to fear these demons, who, as was well known, were
Hnvious of scholars with their higher status in the

40
community.

The one night of safety, the night when

demons could do no harm, was Pass over night, 0'1 )(? I.U ~ 11.,

41

21

a night of watchfulness, a night guarded from harm.
Though the AIB magician was concerned with nocturnal
demons, he was as much concerned with those that attack~d
by day, as evidenced by one text which mentions that
42,.
demons attack by day or night.
Although the AIB magician was content to refer to
the spirits as spirits.

rn 17 ,

the sages referred to specific

Since the ~ncient~ believed that whAn a nerson

was possessed by a demon, a specific spirit entered him,
causing a specific disease, many of the illnesses
described in the Amoraic literature were prefaced with

nr,

spirit.
43
spirit of vertigo,
the term

J)l'J''f'D

ni,

'

As such we find

'>().)')

nn •

)(1'--i 'f

~~7 Ol7 ,

,the

4,4

the spirit of headache,

45

the spirit of madness.

had the evil spirit,

nn

'.I.1hey even

which could drive a man

46
out of his senses.

This does not mean, however,

the sages did not refer to

rnt")

that

as spirits in general.

In line with the concept that the demons cause
disease, the Tannaim, according to Babylonian Amoraic
literature, taught that a man would have to walk at

least half a mil from the privy before having sexual
intercourse, since the demon of the privy was with him
till then, otherwise the children born of that union

47
would be struck with epilepsy by the demon.

Babylonian

Amoraic literature also cites the teaching by a Tanna
that one subject to asthmatic spells was the victim of

22

the spirit of

0

/
1

J~j

)'J- ,

48
a demon which causes nervous

49
prostration.

Reference to this demon is found in the

;
AIB, where an incantation is written binding >('.:l'lJ

5O

,:i. ,

using the Aramaic form rather than the Mishnaic Hebrew.
We even find reference,in the New Tistament,
exorcizing a "Dumb and Deaf Spirit" from a

to Jesus

child

51
mirroring tbe belief

subject to epileptic seizures,
that spirits cause disease.

As doers of harm, the demons were more prone to
attack mortals in critical junctures of life.

Before

he enters upon a new phase of life, man tends to stop
and think about the road that lies ahead.
will beset him.

New problems

Fears, phobias, and hesitation come to

the fore, and are personalized.

52
The favorite victims of demons were brides, grooms,

53
and women in childbirth,

54
as well as the sick.

In

their su~reme moment of happiness, the bridal pair
required guarding against the demons,

55

who were known

56
to inhabit the bridal chamber.

In their ignorance

of the scientific causes of impotence and incompatability
in marriage. men tended to attribute these impediments
to a successful marria g e to the work of evil spirits.
Amulets providing protection against these attacks in

57
the bridal chamber feature among the AIB texts.

One

text tells of a demon's being offered food and drink

58
there,

while another text reveals an express invitation

23

to the demon in the terms,

"Enter come:!

59
to eat and here is wine to drink!"
in the tradition of Tobit.

Sar a h,

Here is meat

Th is concept is

the daughter of

Raguel, married seven times, lost each of her husbands

60

through the work of an evil spirit on her wedding night.
Lack of adequate hygienic measures, and proper
medical knowled g e and procedures, made the n a tal hour
one of peril, with death to mother and child a frequent
The rati onalization of the sages was that

occurrence.
Satan,

the accuser, wh o would bring accusations in times

61
of danger and ~eril,

would take advant a ge of the

o p portunity to bring his accus a tions to God against the

62
mother in labor,

wh ile Lilith would be standing by

waiting to h a rm the new-born child and mother.
As the incarnation of all evil, and the greatest
adversary of mankind, Satan, a fusion of the evil
inclination and the accuser, devoted all thoughts and
activities to the destruction of man.

He would descend

from heaven to lead man astray, only to ascend bringing
accusations of man's defections, stated R. Samuel b.
Na~mani

(Jrd century C.E.),citing R. Jo~anan, another

Palestinian Amora, as qubted in Babylonian Amoraic

63
literature.
It was his ability to deceive in so many ways that
made mankind stand in awe of Satan.

And thus, he was

imagined in the AIB assuming the gui s e of a man in order

24

64

As prev iously

to deceive the woman of the household .

mentioned, he assumed the guise of a woman to tempt the
Tannaim , R . ~e ir (2n d cent ury C.E.) and R .

Akiba (2nd

65
ce ntury C. E .),

and the shape of a bird to mis lead

66
Da vid.
Thoueh Satan does not a pp ear frequently in the AIB,
he is mentioned in one text, a charm against a mu rderous

67
snirit, a Demon, Satan , and Destroyer .

In this

document, he is exorcized by citation of the famous
words of Zecha r iah :

" And YHWH said t o Satan ,

rebuke thee, Satan.

The Lord rebuke thee •••

'The Lord

68
111 ,

words

deemed especially effective because of the invocation

69
in the m of t he Great Name,

YHWH.

Calling on the

Gr eat Name follows Tannaitic precedent, as quoted in
Babyloni~n Amoraic literature, for the potency of the
Scriutural passage was expressly revealed by the Ang el

70
of Death to R . Joshua b. Levi,

the Palestinian au th o rity.

As a matter of f a ct, R. Pelimo, the Palestinian Tanna,
who used to recite "An arrow in Satan's eyes!", was told

71
by Sat a n to use "The Lord rebuke thee, Satan ••• " instead.
It is significant th a t

the AIB text goes on to declare

explicitly that even the Angel of Death is afraid of

72
the Great Name.

It is interesting to note that though Satan anpears
in the singular in Amoraic literature. we find that in
73
74
the AIB,
as well as in Enoch,
a ~lural appears.

2_5

The demons were considered so awesome

that, according

to the Tanna, ~bba Benjamin (2nd century C.E.), as
cited in Babylonian Amorai c literature, no human being

75
Nevertheless, as

could live ff he :per ceived them.
feared as they were.
PArsonally.

some of the sages dealt with them

Those sa ges who had social intercourse with

them knew them by their personal names.

The conversations

held were informative, since they p rovided methods of
Thus , the Babylonian Amara, R. Papa

avoiding harm.

told of a conversation with the demon Joseph during
which he learned a method of avoiding h a rm from these
The demon told him that drinking in

evil visitors.
pairs ,

whether it be two or four or more glasses. was

76
dangerous.

77
R. Papa even had a demon as a servant.

The Babylonian Amora, R. ~anina (Jrd century G.E.)
tola of a conversation with the demon Jonathan, during
which he learned that demons "have a shadow, but no

78
shadow of a shadow". as contrasted to man.

It is interesting to note that the names given

79
to the demons Joseph
element in them.
called demons,

and Jonathan have the theophoric

It appears that,

though they were

they were still considered God 1 s

creatures, possibly confirming the legend about God's
creating spirits, Jl)<-lJt)\l)j1
Since

)':l ,

they were also friendly,

80
on the sixth day.

they were given Hebrew

names common to any Jew.

Just as the sages were informed by the demons of

26

methods of protecting themselves from suprahuman malice
and harm,
text,

~o too were the magici~ns of the AIE.

In one

Lilith advised "Every time that they repeat or

see my names written,

I

it will not be in the power of

81
me or of all my band to do evil or harm."

Like the demons,

the angels were considered infinite

in number as well as in form.

Like the demons, angels

82
would appear in the guises of man, wind,

Unlike the demons,

or fire,

etc.

the prime pu rpose of all angels

was to do the will of God.
the An ge ls of Destruction,

There was a group of angels,
whose

or

pur~ose, as their name implies,

was to do harm.

These

Angels of Destruction were ke~t at a great distance
from God because Re felt,
legend,

according to Palestinian

that they would strike as eoon as

judgment

83
had been made,

not giving man an opµortunity to repent,

An evil angel in the AI], called Rehiq-Yah, distant of

.

God,

84

who "destroys all breath from this world"

might

be an allusion to those angels that God kept at a
distance.

The Angel of Death, superior to all the

Angels of Destruction, is represented in Eabylonian
Amoraic literature as standing in wait at a deathbed
with a drawn sword from the tip of which hangs a drop
of gall.

As the dying man gasps for breath,

the angel

85
strikes, dronping the gall into his mouth.

It is

~ossibly in allusion to this that one of the angels of
the AIB is

called Samael "angel of poison."

86

27

The most prominent of the angels were Michael,
Gabriel, and Raphael.

Sirice Michael was considered the

most important, he was naturally the head of the seventy
g uardian angels of the seventy nations of the world,and
the advocate of Israel, always pleading her case in

87
Nevertheless, there was confusion

times of distress.

~The healer", a designation given only
88
is used with
to Raphael in Amoraic literature,

and conflict.

89
reference to Michael in a Syriac text.

Raphael was,

90
popularly, the angel of healing wounds and diseases,
and yet Michael was given this designation!
In the same way too,

there is divergence between

the AIB and the rabbinic traditions concerning the
names of the an ~els sent to destroy Sodom.

In the

91
AIB,

they are identified as Michael and Gabriel ,

whereasr in rabbinic literature,

their names are

92
given,

in one inst a nce, as Gabriel and Raphael,

and

93
in another as Gabriel and Michael .
A Babylonian Amoraic legend asserts th a t

Gabriel

94
too was considered the guardian angel of Israel.

In

view of the fact that God, according to the Tanna,
R. 7.liezer b. R.

Jose

(2nd century C.?.),as quoted in

Babylonian Amoraic literature, asked Gabriel ,

"Is thy

95
sickle sharnenedl",

it is plain th~t •hen one of the

96
AIB texts refers to seventy men holding seventy sickles,
the magician is in fact alluding to a complementary
belief concerning the guardian angels of the seventy

28

n9tions of the world.

However,

.

they are expressly designated

it is significant that

97

)'''1A ,-

a

ter'I!) which

98

immediGtely connects with the name Gabriel !
An additional safeguard was beli~ved to be avail-

able for every man in the presence of a ne.culiar

99
~uardian anrel whc accompanied him.

In fact,

on the

Sabbath two would accomnany him fro ~ the Synagogue,

100
As a result of this knowledge,

one good and one bed.

vhen mPn sought aid, he would circumvent prayer to God
and apre~l directly to the angels.

Though the prime nurnose of the angel was to do
the will of God,

the magician of the AIB,borrowirtg

liberally from the angelology of Enoch in invoking the

101
addreseed

angels,
with,

God.

they would,

them in lieu of, or in conjunction

Bince the angels were the friends of man,
in times of crisis,

take the side of Israel,

102
nleading with God fer mercy in dealing out punishment.

This befriending of Israel

by the angels would naturally

prompt the magician of the AIB to turn to them in
times of crisis.

Since it was known that the angels

103
also befriended and protected the pious,
knowledge provgd useful to the magician,

to the power cf the Tanna,
century B.C.E.)

such
who referred

Joshua b. Pera~ia

(1st

to summon angels from heaven with a

104
divorce writ against a demon.

In addition to borrowing fro ~ the angelology of
~noch,

the AIB magician used the names of angels he

29

cre ated by using as a base the verbal element expressing

the

object desired with the suffix -el added, i.e.,

Ra~miel , the angel of love and mercy, ¥abbiel, the angel

105
of love, and liefaki~l,, the angel of upheaval.

He

also created names of angels by using the physical
description of the angel as a base with the suffix -el

106
added,

i.e., Seraphiel , the angel of fire.

These

same methods of creating angels were used in the
Book of Enoch.

JO

CHAPTER II
MAGICAL PRACTICES
Man, constantly afflicted, tormented, and tortuPed
by the invisible hordes of demons,

had to initiate a

number of methods to thwart and conquer these demons
and evil spirits.

Though the demons were known to

frequent the deserts and non-settled regions of the
1

there were certain demons who did not wander

world.

too far from civilized areas, seeking to intimidate m~n.
Some of these demons stuck s o close to man that the
They haunted the
3
lurking in the arches and threshholds,

household was not safe from them.
2

house.

4

resting on the roof.
drains.

even slee p ing under the water

5

The most prevalent prophylactic used against these

·aer.10ns was the ernulet, or
meaning to bind or fasten.

Tl~)~'.i,~ ,

6

deriv ? d from a root

I

In Amoraic literature

we find the decision of the sages that en amulet

which had healed on three differect occasions was
?
approved for use on the Sabbath.
So vrevalent had
the amulets beco~e,

the sages felt the need to

regulate the law, differentiating between those that
were ttto be used when going out on the Sabbath" and
those that were f~rbidden.
The practice of using inscrib~d amulete,was carried
down through the ages until the Gaonic period. when we
find evidence of inscribed earthenware bowls serving

.31

as amulets .

These bowls , frequently smell in size ,

similar in appearance to uorridge bowls, bore inscriptions,
written s p irally on the inside of the bowl as a rule,
on the outside,
Mandaean,

or on both sides,

in "Jewish• Aramaic,

or Syriac .
,I

8

The inscri~tions on the bowls included the Shema,
which had been recogn i zed as a pot ent

prophylactic

against the demons by the Pal estinian Amora, R.

Isaac

(Jrd century C.E.), who said th at "If one recites the
I

Shema upon his bed , it is as

though he held a two-

edged swcrd in his hand • • • the demons keep away from
9
him."

10
God's name, in its various forms,
and his
11
attributes
were inscribed in amulets by the Amoraic

s age s and the AI:S magicians. f)\)(J.\ \i\~l• , Lord of
12
Hosts,

is found in both the

IE

and Amoraic literature.

In the latter instance, it is used in a formula to

13
hel~ cure one bitten by a mad dog .
The magicians of the AIB did not always pray to
God directly.

'.1'

hey would frequently divert their

prayers , annealing directly to the angels .

This was

in dirPct o pp osition to the Halaka., for the sages
looked askance at people who prayed to Michael, Gabriel,
and Raphael , regarding it as an infringement on their
monotheisti c concept .

"When a man i s in need , " said

the ?alestinian seges , "he must pray directly to God
and heither to Mi c hael nor to Gabriel . "

14
In Babylonian

32

Amoraic literature we find "he who slaughters to •••

15

Michael does as if he were offering to the dead."
Forced finally to concede, because of the overwhelming practice of invoking the angels, the Palestinian
Amora, R. Jo~anan (2nd - Jrd century C.E.), according
to Babylonian Amoraic literature, granted that if the
people did pray to the angels, they were to do so in
Hebrew, since this was the language of the celestial
16
with the exception of Gabriel, who was
beings,

17

alleged to have knowledge of all the seventy languages.
(The magicians of the AIB still did not adhere to the

HalAka

because they wrote their incantations in

Aramaic, rather than HebrewJ)
The AIB magician frequently appealed to ancient
master!, such as Joshua b. Perahia (1st century B.C.E.),
.
18
to curse and banish the demons by using their powers.
In one text we find a divorce writ against Lilith
which includes "it is announced to you that Rabbi

19
Joshua bar Perahia has sent against you the ban ••• h
•
To make this writ even more effective, the magician had
also appealed to the patriarchs, s a ying, "I adjure you
by the Strong One

of Abraham, by the Rock of Isaac, by
20
the Shaddai of Jacob ••• "

21
Personalities such as Mosex
not exempt from aµpeals.

22

and Jesus

were

In a Syriac text we find a

household being protected by"the virtue of Jesus the

JJ

23
healer ••• ;

charmed and se&led even as Moses commanded

the Red Sea and they (the waters} stood up like a wall
24
on both sides.n
Of primary importance, in Amoraic as well as Gaonic
times, was the fact that each amulet contained explicit
mention of the name of the person involved as well as

25
of his mother.

The Eabylonian Amora, Abayye (Jrd -

4th century C.E.), quoting his foster mother's
instructions, said that &11 incantations repeated

26
several times required the name of the patient s mother.
1

Of equal importance in the writing out of amulets

was the name or names of demons to be exorcized, as
well as their number. In Amoraic literature we find
the story of a man, standing near a sorb-bush,

X:• ' W .

attacked by sixty demons,

Since his life was

endangered, he went to obtain an amulet.

The scribe,

ignorant of the fact that sixty demons haunted the
sorb-bush, mnde out the amulet for one dewon, making
i t in e ff e ct iv e •

Another scholar, more cognizant of

the facts and figures, made out another amulet for the

27
correct number of damons.

The AIB inscriptions
28
follow this line of practice by banning Lilith,
as
well as other specific demons.

Invariably, they end

up using a blanket formula, meant to include all those
demons that they might have inadvertently overlooked,
as in "all evil Liliths and all Demons and Devils
and Spells and Idol-spirits ••• "

29

J4

Prayer has been a means used by man universally
as an expression of his inner hopes and fears, usually ,
at a time when he finds that his

innate abilities

cannot cope with a situation. Wh ile prayer beseeches
and implores God to carry out the su np licant 1 s

re q uest,

the incantation demands th at the su pp lic a nt's request
be carried out •.
A salient exam p le

of the overla pp ing between

prayer and incantation is that of the request made to
God,

by the man

of piety and great faith,

for rain.

At times this request, or prayer, was in the nature
of a demand.

1 his demand,

therefore, would fall

under the category of incantations.
(1st century

E.c.E.),

Honi Ha-m'eaggel

•

in praying for rain, according

JO

to the Mishnah, drew a circle,

stood within it, and

31
demanded that God send rain.

.
Roni
.

The Mishnah goes on

to say that Simeon b. Shetah (1st century B.C.E.)
would

have excommunicated

for his rude demands

upon God, were it not for the fact that Roni was

32

'

beloved by God.

A form of incantation or prayer frequently used
and sanctioned by the sages was that which made use
of

S cr1p
. t ura 1 passages.

in their verbal,

1 he sages use d

th em frequent l y

rather than written, form, because

their training enabled them to quote them from memory
verbatim.

Kany of these passages made mention of the

power and glory of God.

The XXIX Psalm, for example,

35
33
expressed the majesty and might of the Lord.

"The

seven references to the Divine Voice mentioned in the
Devidic Psalm (29)" were to be recited, according to
the Tannaim, as quoted in ~abylonian Amoraic literature,
to counteract the dangers of drinking water on
Wednesday a nd Sabbath ev~s. when demons were about, since
one of these "seven references" had been uttered over
the water.

34

In one of the AIE texts we find reference to "YHWH
the Great God", end "David, Psalm of the Red Sea ",

35

which may refer to Psalm CVI 9, which depicts the might

of God who "rebuked the Red Sea and it dried up."
This could be the AIE magician's selection of a D~vidic
Psalm, illustrating the might and power of God, to be
used in vanquishing demons.
The significance of the word Amen, in the realm
of prayers and incantations,lay in the fact that the
sages followed the suggestion that "He who responds
Amen with all his might has the gates of Paradise
3'6
opened for him ••• "
The addition of "Mey His great
Name be blessed" could result in forgiveness of even
a taint of idolatry.

37

In addition to being used at the end of benedictions,

38
Amen is used at the end of charms.

or alonP, as a

39
response, in Babylonian Amoraic literature. Rabbah
(Jrd - 4th century C.E.)

1

the Babylonian Amora, said

that "The wave that sinks a ship appears with a white

J6

fringe

of fire at its crest, and when stricken with

clubs - on which is engraved,

Ti~tl

(Yh\{-l'X

40
J\0(1~ 'T)

il' j)'llX 7\liX

,1'-;-1)( ,

it subsides.

antidote to the bite of a mad dog, Abayye

c.E_), the

century

I/

vrri ting of

As an

tt

(3rd - 4th

Babylonian Amora, prescribed the
I
jJ "l
n in an

4l
amulet.
Amen is likewise used, in the AI], at the end of
l.12
One of the texts includes an · invocation for
charms.
the salvation of the client, followed by Amen,

Amen,

43
Selah.

This shows Amoraic influence, since Selah,

which usually follows Amen in the recitation of
benedictions, was treated as a synonym of ll~J and

Ty ,.

All three words, because they were t a ken to signify

44
eternal and uninterrupted continuance,

were used to

give sustaining power to benedictions.

In line with the concept that pr~yer could avert
danger, was the belief that it could even help avoid

45
the evil dream.

In fact, R. Isaac (Jrd century C.E. ),

the Palestinian Amora, advised that one recite the
Shem1 before retiring to protect oneself from the evil
46 ,
spirits,.
Invocations to the angels and to God to
protect the client from the visitations of demons and

4?
of Lilith during his dreams

"neither in dream by

48
night nor sleep by day",

are found throughout the AIB.

Sometimes the magician used the po wer of words in
the form of curses rather than invocations.

In Babylonian

J?

famoraic literature we find that cursing was permissible
when prompted by religicus motives.
(3rd century
of

R.

R. Samuel b. Nahmani

c.E.), the Palestinian Amora , in the name

c.E.),

Jonathan (Jrd century

another Palestinian

Amora, was said to have cursed those who would attempt
to determine the arrival of the Messiah, in Babylonian
Amoraic liternturef for fear that they would scoff when

49
the time came and no Messiah aupeared on the scene.

50
Since cursing by scholars

was considered especially

effective, as borne out, in Babylonian Amoraic
literature, by Rab Judah's
citing Rab (3rd century

(Jrd century C.E.) statement,

c.E.),

to the effect that the

51
curse of a sage, even if unmerited,

is fulfilled,

it was only natural that the magicians of the AIB
would appeal to scholars such as Joshua b. Perehia
(1st century B.C.E.) to help carry out the ban,

54

a

5:3
form of curse.

fhe AIB magician had in mind, when

invoking Joshua b. Pera~ia, the Amoraic statements
that the ban was a form of curse, and that, to be
efficacious, it had to be pronounced by a p rominent

54
personality, such as a sage.
- 1 he curse "You were closed up;
Cursed,

..

.

broken, and destroyed be Ear Tit, Bar T~me,

Bar Tina •••
•
filth,

closed up were you.

(literally the demon of mud,

the demon of

end the demon of mire)" in Amoraic literature,

55

eventually found its way into the AIE in a varied
form.

As such, we find,

races,

legions and tongues ••• " in a charm against

"Closed are the mouths of all

Je
56
barrenness.

and "woe,

oppressing with your foul ' wounds •••

who do violence and trample and scourge and mutilate and
break and confuse and hobble ••• " i4 a charm against

57
the demons which haunt the home.

The taint of using obscene vulgarisms, when cursing,
eventually touched the sages via the common people. Magic,
the common denominator between scholar and peasant when
fighting demons,

led the scholar to resort to the

practices and language of the peasants,

One prdfane curse, found in· Babylonian Amoraic literature,
which eventually also appeared in the AIB ran as
"Excrement in torn baskets at your mouth.

follows:

o

58
witches."

The individual Jew was his own medicine-man,
practicing folk medicine in combating disease through

59
superstitious remedies.

Nevertheless,

there were

times when the folk remedies would not work.
would then turn to the sages,

The people

the men of great piety,

for help. Sometimes the offering of a sage 1 s hand to

a sick man was enough to effect a cure.

Babylonian

Amoraic literature relates the story of the Palestinian
Amora, R.

.

Johanan
curing R. Hiyya b. Abba
.

century C.E.) by the offering of his hand.

(Jrd - 4th

.

R. Johanan

himeelf had been cured thus, but at the hand of R.

.

Hanina,

the Tanna. The sages offered the explanation

that he could not cure himself because
cannot free himself from jail."

60

"the prisoner

This belief that

39

the prisoner cannot free himself would explain why the
magicians in the AIE would at times make out amulets
for each other.

In one text two sorcerers each invoke

61

their powers in turn in th~ other's behalf.
A primitive form of magic was

be classified as sympathetic.
was

that type that could

The object of this method

to rid the person , possessed by the demon or

illness. by using actions th a t

are symbolic of the

ends desired, i.e. getting rid of the demons*
~

he praxis of sympathetic magic, as a means of

carrying out their clients

1

·requests, was used by the

magicians of the AIE in their r o les of tecgnicians.
If they would overturn some earth,

they ~ould be

symbolically overturning the vows and curses, etc.,
~

thet were uttered &gainst their clients.

The AID

magicians went so far as to cre c te the name of an
angel because of the praxis of turning over the

,&3

earth, viz. Hafak-El,

-

literally "Go d overturned."

The Amoraic sages also resorted to the practice of
sympathetic magic, as indicated by the suggestion that
one recite the word Hafak three times in order to turn

6~
a bad dream into a good ~ne.
~hen the AIB magicians were not using such devices,
they were using fire,

light, and the various metals

known to be anti-demoniacs, in the praxis of sympathetic

magic.

Since fire and light could route the spir~ts

of darkness, it was only natural that the AIB magicians

40

The "spell
would come out in a"figure of ~ure fire".
~6
of fire" would even charm the demons.
they believed.
To protect himself against the demons, a person.
according to Amoraic literature, would carry a torch
with him when going out in the evening .
that a torch was as good as a companion.
cited &shaving said,

It was believed
A Master was

"To one an evil spirit may show

itself and harm him; to two it may show itself but
without harming them;
itself.

to three it will not e•en show

We must therefore say that a torch is equal

to two, including the carrier".
note that.

It is interesting to

in case of moonlight , considered a third

person . the demons would not appear.
1

61

he mRgician cf the AIB who came forth in the

"figure of pure fire" also used "polished armor of

68
iron" and a

"head of iron".

~,

In one text. demons

were fettered in iron, as evidenced by a figure
depicting Lilith in irons.

Still another text

70
charmed »the sorcery spirits in stocks of iron".
These powers of iron are brought out in the Amoraic
statement that "if an &rticle is sealed with an iron

71
the demons don't steal it.,.".

signet.

Juf:t as the AIB magician, in one text, had Lilith

72
chained in lead,

Ezra and his followers, according

to Babyloni~n Amoraic literature, when they apprehended
Satan, wanted to imprison him.
him in

2

They sought to place

lead container, which would then be sealed,

41

so that he could do no further damage.
that they decided to use lead,

It was explained

because his voice would

not be able to escape from the container,

leading the

?J

people to do evil by the power of sug g estion.

That

the sages used lead containers in their recipes for
cures also,

can be gleaned fr om Abayye 's remedy to
The remedy included placing an ant

cure a daily fever.

in a brass tube closed with lead and sealed with sixty

74

seals.
~

he fact that Abayye suggested using a brass tube,

as well as the fact that Rabe's wife,
the Babylonian Am ora, R

.

Hisda

the daughter of

(218-309 C.E.), used to

rattle a nut in a brass dish to frighten away the
~

demons of the privy,

may be traced back to the belief

that brazen serpents had healing powers - a belief
obviously derived from the prototype of the Biblical

7P
Nehushtan.
.
times,

This belief still flourished in Gaonic

since we find spirits bound with "bonds of brass"

7.7
in an AIB text.
Since man's mind is so constituted that it projects
upon him those things of which he stands in awe, in
the battle between man and demons, man portrayed the
demons with sling shot, sword, arrow, etc.,

the very

elements thet he himeelf used in combat.
Actual combat with the demons was sanctioned by
the sages.

In fact,

the ?alestinian Amora, R.

Johanan
•
recommended the recitation of " ••• with a bed of leeks

42

I

hurled him down;

with a

jawbone of an ass

I smote him"

7&
The Babylonian Amora,

before going into the privy.

.

Ahab.

Jacob

to a~fro,
Satan",

79

(Jrd century

C.E.)

used to wave the lulab

"This is an arrow in the eye of

saying ,

indicating the desire he wanted to have of

80
Satan.

Babylonian Amoraic literature also records

the story that Pelimo,
arrow in your eye,

the T2nna, used to recite

"An

Satan" until he was advised by

Satan to say uThe Lord rebuke thee,

Satan.

The Lord

81
It is interesting to note that R.

rebuke thee ••• "

.

Hisda,

the Babylonian Amora, asserts th~t he would

have said to Satan,

'An arrow in your eye', had he

married at fourteen,

because,

to think imnure thoughts at

82

not having been tempted

that age, he could defy

1 t may well be that the description of the

Satan.

blinding of the evil desire,

Satan, by Ezra and his

83
followers,

~hich omitted the method used,

had its origin in the concept of
eye,

"An

might have

arrow in your

Satan."

Though there is frequent mention of the use of the
arrow in Amoraic literature,
the bow,

which appears

mRgician declares:

it is its

in the AIB .

counterpart,

In one text,

the

"I will bend the bow against you

84
and stretch the bow-string at you."

Combat sometimes took a peculiar f0rm of "retaliation
in kind".

Since even numbers were considered unlucky,

especially pairs,

because they could bring on the demons

43

(as mentioned in the prev ious chapter). the sages
ex pla in ed th~t not guarding against pai rs could result
in a man "b ursting ".

85

The wages affirmed also that

86

a demon itself might split or burst because of mortification.
Parallel with this we ¥ind an AIB magician ordering

87
a demon to b urst .
At times, instead of fighting the demons, man
would resort to a more peaceful method of dealing with

88

ther1; they often could be mollified by food and drink.
The sages fe lt that nne c0uld drink water that stood
overnight only if something had first been thrown into

89
it as a ~op t o the demons that might have haunted it.
One text in the AIB tells of a demon being offered
food and dr ink in the bridal chamber, where he was

90
wo nt to linger.

This was done, according to Montgo mery,

91
to inc anacita te him by weighing him down with victuals.
It appears more p lausible, however, that this
practice was designed to satisfy and pla c ate the demon
so that he would leave.

Indeed, in another text, the

demon was expressly invited to a meal in the terms,
»~nter comeJ
9'2
drink!"
~

Here is meat to eat and here is wine to

he performance of magic has its own technical

vocabulary.

The t e rm

,C) i{ ,

t

o

bind • as a means of

binding or controlling the sorcerers or witches, who
nerformed their magic by this concept of tying or
binding a spell, was frequently used in the AIB.

The

44

magician, as such, used "Now you 9re conquered, you are
charmed (or bound);

charmed,

you are charmed and

93
and "Charmed and sealed and countersealed"

sealed ••• "

7n . as the concept desired.

with the term

In Amoraic literature we have a similar use of the
conce~t of binding a s p ell.
•

A matron who was not

..
~e" to sit with R. ~isda and Rabbah son of R. 1,-"ln n a ,

• +.

l.DVl

after she had requested this,
a

retaliated by uttering

charm and binding the boat they were traveling in.

They uttered an incantation for their part and freed

it.

95

fact

The important part of this anecdote is the
that a feat

of magic was performed by

i O X , the

casting of a spell.

When it comes to the concept of

,::in ,

to charm,

we find a difference of opinion . between the Amoraim

and AIE magicians.
it, es in the phrase

The AIB magician accepted and used
"and I

cc~e and put a charm for

96
them".
use of

The sages,

,'J.n ,

on the other hand, prohibited the

charming.

Burning incense as a charm

was enough, said the sages,for such a charmer to be
stoned,

in accordance with the law of Moses.

who elsewhere is permissive and lenient,

Aba.yye,

states that

it is forbidden to imprison even wasps or scorpions
by cha~~s,

An

in order to prevent them from doing h&rm.

9?

interesting contrast between Amoraic and AIB

practices occurs in the matter of

98
Although the X.)r?,.Ji,

or knot.

was sanctioned in Amoraic

literature because it came under the realm of accepted

99
it was always used in a detrimental sense

amulets,
in the .A IB.

l)T7'

In two of the AIB the adjective,

100
impious, was ap~ended, as in "imµious Amulet-spirits"
and "Bound and sealed ••• from the ••• evil Spirits ••• the

101
imp ious Amulet-spirit,

The beli e f

the Lilith Spirit ••• ".

in th e magical efficacy of knots is

further borne out by the Mishnah, which says that boys
can g o out with garlands,

b',l,u ',? , on the Sabbath,
102

because of their prophylactic qualities.

Even the

lulab, a palm br 2 nch used for the festival of
Tabernacles, which was waved to and fro by A~a b.
the Babylonian Amora, while saying "This is an

Jacob,

lOJ
arrow in the eye of Satan",
In a

was bound by a knot.

case, recorded in Amoraic literature, a demon

remerked that he could not take anythin g that was
104
d'J)nt ,'·~ , "tied l:l.nd sealed".
This expression

XJ(YJll71

X.)lX ~

. in Aramaic, was used by the AIB
105
magicians to bind the demons.
In two bowls, knots
themselves are used as part of a
Thus,

charm against demons.

in a Syriac incantation, we find the phrase

"and foul knots ••• which contend against him". the noun

x;1c7 1 y

10~
being used.

occur the words:
you,

In another, a Jewish

bowl,

"Lo, this mystery is for frustrating

Hysteries. Arts, and enchanted '.'late rs and Hair

spirits, Bowls and Xnots and Vows ••• ",
being

1

''")tJ•:?
107
I
•-

the no~n here

46

~he Jefilin, in addition to their value as inscribed
108
had the name of God represented in ~he form
amulets ,
of knots, with the

·I.J;

,

the first letter of Shaddai,

placed above the forehead,

the

T , the second letter,
'\

placed at the base of the skull, and the

,

the last

:U>9 '
letter, placed on the u~per left arm.

ln a11dition

to their religious significance, the tefilin had the
aspect of a magical prophylactic because of their knots
and the fact

that they were inscribed amulets.

Knots, wh~n not being used as ' prophylactics, were
used in a more dynemic capacity,
healing.

especially for

The Amora, Abayye , quoting his foster mother,

said that "three garlands of nu'ah (
arrest illness, five

,1)(\:) )

cure, and seven are efficacious

110
even against witchcnaft.",

thus revealing their

It is interesting to note that he prescribed
111
the keeping of All knots for healing on the left.

potency.

Aside from the fact that the aforementioned
garlands of nu'ah consisted of kno~s.

they had the

potency of the magic of odd numbers.

In contrast to

the Roman maxim, numero gaudet impare deus. even
numbers were considered unlucky by the sages, because
lll2'
they could bring on the demons.
In contrast to the
even numbers,

three odd numbers that were considered

especially propitious were three, seven, and nine.
The recipe to cure a tertian fever clearly points out
the value of the number seven to the sages.

R. Huna
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recommended that one "procure seven prickles from seven
palm trees,

seven chips from seven beams, seven pega

from seven bridges,
ovens, seven
sockets,

seven \.heaps ofJ

[ mounds ofl

ashes from seven

earth from under seven door-

seven specimens of pitch from seven ships,

seven handfuls of cummin, and seven hairs from the
beard of an old dog, and tie them in the nape of the

/

JllJ.'J

neck with a white twisted thread."
1 he magician of the AI] was also prone

number seven in his recipes.

to use the

In one text he wrote,

"You are bound with the seven spells and sealed with

114
the seven seals._.

In s.nother text he repeated

11

11,5
the

X seven times.
The practice of substituting letters for numbers

was a common occurrence,
equating the two.

just as was the practice of

As such we find,

in the AIB , a

magician admonishing the demons, demanding that they

11~
depart from the 248 limbs of his client.

Resh

Lakis~, the Palestinian Amora, as quoted in Babylonian
•
Amoraic literature,

ste.tes that the

the 248 limbs or joints.

Din ,

ban, enters

The numerical value of

i'J1 rt

is 248, further indicating thet the whole body was
111
interdicted.
In another B~bylonian Amoraic text
we find

the conce~t

that Abraham allegedly controlled
118248 limbs, which was the numerical value of his name.

Another term used for banishing,

was

instead of

, which hFs various meanings.

o,n

In the :Sible,

L.J8

an adulteress was sent f o rth and divorced,

with

nSIL)

119
used to mean to send forth or to banish.
Aramaic meaning was

to striP, i.e. strip naked.

AIB we find the term used with this meaning,
with

rS>u I)>

A secondary
In the

coupled

' naked. as in "naked are ye sent forth t

nor are ye clad, with your hair dishevelled and let fly

120
behind your backs.«

~he vestige of the idea that

an adulteress is stripped naked also appears in the

121
Bible.

Though the AIB retains this tradition of
122
stripping naked and divorcing the adulteress,
the
Mishnah retains the normative tradition of the ordeal
12'.3
of the suspected woman.
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CHAPTER III
MIDRASHIC INFLUENCE

Man is so constituted that during times of stress
and strain, when he might be tempted to give up and let
his troubles sweep over him, he tends to look at the
brighter side of things, looking toward the future with
hope and faith.

The magicians of the AIB were no
In the backs of their minds

different than other men.

they kept the final Day of Judgment , when they would
have to wrestle no more with evil• their arch enemy .
In one text, for instance, demons and evil spirits
·

are exorcized by means of a magical seal "until

the

great Day of Judgment and the great hour of the

1
Redemntion of your head."

With this we may at once

compare the Amoraic statement that "In the time to come,
the Holy One, Blessed be He , will bring the Evil
Inclination and slay it in the presence of the righteous
and the wicked" -

a notion which finds

its parallel

2

in Iranian sources.

Similarly , too,

the Book of Enoch

declares that all the forces of evil would be cast
into the fire on Judgment Day so that they would

J
perish and no longer affect mankind.

This finds its

echo in the Amoraic story told by R. Dimi

(4th century

O. E . ) , on his return from Palestine , in the name of
R.

.

Johanan,

.

that Gabriel would arrange for

the hunt of

the Leviathan on the Day of Judgment , succeeding only
4
because of the help of God ,
who would also at that

5

time slay the archfiend , the evil inclination.

50

In Babylonian Amoraic literature, we find the sages
citing the ~alestinian Amora, R. Jo~anan who, contrary
to them, felt that Genesis I 21 referred to the
Leviathan, the male,

the slant serpent, and the female,
6

the tcrtuous serpent, of Isaiah XXVII 1.

It was R~

Jo~anan, according to Rabbah (Jrd - 4th century C.E.),
the Eabylonian Amora, who s~id that the Leviathan would
be a~portioned among the righteous, on the Day of
Judgment, at a Messianic banquet.

7

The belief that the

crooked serpent, the Leviathan, ~hich had veen vanquished
in the beginning of days by God, and would be again
8
vanquished in Messianic times,
was expressed by the

Babylonian Amora, 1Mb Judah, speaking in the name of
Rab, who also evidsntly brought back the legends of
9

the Leviathan

to Babylonia from Palestine.

There is special mention in the AIB of the "spell
10
of the sea and the spell of the monster Leviathan."
In IV Ezra, God, having divided the

world into wet

and dry, sent the Behemoth to the dry land. the
11
thousand hills,
and confined the Leviathan to the wet,
reserving them both "to be devoured by whom thou wilt
12
~nd when."
The spell mentioned in the AI], therefore,
may well refer to such confinement of the Leviathan.

We find mention in another AI] text of "the ban
which fell unon
Mount Hermon
and upon the monster
.

lJ

Leviathan and upon Sodom and upon Gomorrah."

Here

51

again we find Midrashic influence evidenced since Leviathan
has been banned, probably to the wet regions.
find an interesting play on words,
a variation of the word

We also

since Hermon would be

i::i, n ,"ban".

When it comes to legends, one of the most glaring
anachronlsms perpetrated in antiquit~ was that legend

which mentioned that Jesus wae the disciple of Joshua
b. Perahia. According to the uncensored version of the
•
Talmud Babli, Joshua b. Pe ra~ia had fled to ~gypt to
escape the cruel persecutions instituted by Alexander
Jannaeus agai nst

the Pharisees. about the year 88 E.C.E.

According to this legend, his disciple Jesus went
along with him.

While there, Joshua b. Perahia

excom~unicated Jesus, whereupon Jesus went and set up
a brick and worshipned it.
said "The disciple
llJ
astray ."

A sage,

commenting on this,

practiced magic and led Israel

Now , since Joshua b. Ferahia in fact lived
approximately one hundred yeErs before Jesus. various
theories have been propounded to account for their

15
b~ing linked together.

The truth is. however. that

this legend was started by the common ~eople of the
Sassanian period in an effort to offset the magical
power &ttributed to Jesus.

The Jewish masses, prone

to su~erstition and ~egic, wanted for their part a
"Jewish Jesus" and therefore

'selected'

Joshua b.

Fera~ia, who shared various elements in common with

52

the founder of Christianity.
identical.

First, their names are

Second, when the Amoraic literature relates

that Joshua b. Pera~ia's sojourn in Egypt, a land of
witchcraft, was terminated when his disciple, Simeon
b. Shetah (1st century B.C.E.) sent to him,
Jerusalem,

"From me,

the Holy City, to thee Alexandria in Egypt ••• ",

it is not difficult to detect a reminiscence of
Matthew's account that "And [Jesus] was there Ulgypt;]
until the death of Herod;

that that might be fulfilled

which was spoken of the Lord by the nrophet, saying,

17
'Out of Egypt have I called my son'."

Thi rd,

just

as Joshua b. Fera~ia fled from Alexander Jannaeus, so
Jesus fled from Herod.

Joshua b. Pera~ia received his

call as a teacher and master, while Jesus

received his

18
call as a youth.

Lastly,

the very name Pera~ia, rife

with magical implications, afforded another strong
reason for selecting this sage as the teacher of
Jesus.

The Christians claimed that the coming of Jesus

was foreshadowed in the Old Testament by Isaiah's

19
expression n1";J \ )'W'll.JJ?:) ,~ )
grow out of his roots".

•

"A branch shall

They interpreted

refer to Jesus the Nezarene .

~he

~~) to

Jews countered

this by picking or. another word in the same ~assage .

viz.

the verb

n,~ ,

and by therefore setting up the

rival figure of the sage Joshua (Jesus) b. ?erahia .
Nor was this verb itself without m~gical suggestion;
20
for it is also found, alike in Amoraic literature,

21
as in the AIB,

with the meaning of 'blowing away'}

16
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in special reference to the blo~ing of the crumbs used
by witches in divination, while it is also employed
in Amoraic literature with reference to the caper-trees,

22
which demons were known to inhabit.
these associations were not enough,

And,

as if

the mngical potency

of the name is enhanced by the addition of the suffix -0' •
The legend of Jesus and Joshua b. Perahia continued

2J

•

into the period of the AIB.

It was a natural survival

since the magician and the clientele of the AIB were
basically of the same class as

those who had originated

the legend during the Sassanian period.

Thus we see

24
that Joshua b. Perahia
. was
in the AIB,

referred to as the"healer"

reminiscent of Jesus' powers, as recorded

25
in the New Testament 4

Since a Jewish Jesus had been

created there was no need for invoking "Jesus the

26
healer"

in the Jewish texts.

The f~ct

that the AIB

borrowed the aforementioned legend is further indicated
by the invoking of Joshua b.

Pera~ia as a master

magicinn, able to grant a divorce to a demon, by virtue

27
of his great magical powers.

Though Joshua b. ierahia was considered the master
magician,

the most renamed of all Jewish magicians was

Solomon.

As early as

the time of Josephus,

Solomon's

su~eriority over demons, and exorcis~ of them by
means of a magic ring,

and of incantations formerly
28
employed by a certain Eleazar, was described .
Solomon •s ability to control the higher bei~gs,

29
by

54

using the engraved ring,

inscribed with the Ineffable

JO
was well known in Babylonian Amoraic literature•

Name ,

There was an elaborate Amoraic legend that depicted
Solomon vanquishing Ashmedai, king of the demons ,

Jl
through the potency of the ring .

The notion that

Solomon exerted power over the demons a~pears also in

32
the AIB.

There is reference likewise to his

33
Indeed,

controlling them by his seal.

in one text,

the engraving of the Ineffable Name upon the seal is
given added po t ency by r e ference to the days of
antiquity. the "six days of creation" when it was

34
inscribed and carved.

So strong was the belief in

the power of his seal that we even find the seal

35
mentioned in a Mandaean text.
The reference to "six days of creation" is
indicative of the important part played by the Genesis
story in midrashic beliefs, which then influenced

the

magicians of the AIB in later centuries.
The day of the week on which one was born would
determine one ' s fate .

A person born on Sunday , the

first day of the week , would be completely good or
completely evil, since the extremes of light and
darkness were created on the first day.

One born on

Vonday would be bad-tempered because the waters were
split;

on Tuesday, wealthy and unchaste because the

barbs were created;

on ~ednesday, wise because wisdom

was dependent on illumination of the mind , and the

55

luminaries were created on th~t day; on Thursday, profuse
in benevolence, since the multitudinous birds and fishes
were created on the fifth day.

If bcrn on Friday, he

would be a seeker after good deeds since he would be
prepared for the Sabbath; and if on the Sabbath, he
would die on the Sabbath, because the Sabbath had been

36
desecrated by his entry into the world.
Though we do not find such use of the Genesis story

in the AIB, we do find reference to the art of
astrology, which can be . traced back to this concept
of determining one's fate on the basis of birthday.
The ~eople of the AIB regarded the planets aa
harmful spirits, end, therefore, wrote charms against
the sun, moon, stars and planets.

At the same time

they used the constellations as charms.

This is

exemplified by such expressions as "I charm ~ou with
the seal with which were ch2rmed the seven stars and
the twelye signs of the Zodiac ••• " to "the great day

37
of judgment, and to the great hour of redempticn•••"•
In another bowl, the demons were to be bound until

JB

the end of the present aeon.
Though the day of one's birth was important,
the natal hour was considered even more so. The
Babylonian A~ora, R. ~anina mentioned the fate of
those who were born under the various planets, e.g.,
those born under Venus were destined to wealth and
promiscuity, those under Mercury to intelligence~
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those under Saturn to frustration of their plans. those
unde~ Jupiter to righteousness, those under Mars to
shedding blood, those under the Moon to suffering evil,

39
etc.
The inevitability of can's fate,

es determined by

his time of birth, was related in the discussion that
Eleazar b. Pedat (3rd century C.E.), the Pelestinian
Amora, according to Babylonian Amoraic literature, had
with God.

God told Eleaz2r b. Pedat that he would

have to turn back the world to its very beginning were

he to rele~se Eleazar from poverty.

Only then could
40

h~ h~ve been born in a lue~ier hour.
Belief in the stars and their powers left a heavy
imprint.

Every person was considered to have a

41

S1,~ ,

as his - guardian spirit,
~2
with whose fate his would be closely interwoven.
specific star, called

It was known that a man 1 s star had foresreen danger in

43

store for him if he suddenly manifested causeless fear.
The belief, in B2bylonian Amoraic literature, that
a man's death was

near when his star set is borne

out by the story told by R. Se 1 orim (Jrd - Ath
century C.E .. ) of his brother fi..Eb& 's

century C.E.) death.
brother that his

Death.

~?<":)

(3rd - 4th

As Raba lay dying he told his
had bee~ given to the Angel of

He requested R. Se'orim to tell the Angel of

Death not to torment him.

44
It was Raba, in fact,
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fallen under the astrologiral sway, who had declared,
"Duration of life, progeny, and subsistence are

45
dependent upon the constellations."
Since the stars determined a man 1 s fate,

the

magician of the AI B ~erformed something th a t the sages
did not attempt to do, i.e.,

charmed the stars so that

they would come under his influence.

This was

considered brazen by the sages because it was charming
nature to do man's wjll.
Since the element of precise timing was considered
extremely imnortant in the e rt of as trology. we find,
in the AIE,

" ••• in days and in months and in all years,

and this day out of a ll days, anQ this month out of
a ll months, this year out of all years, and this

46
The effectiveness of

season out of all seasons ••• ".

the incantation can be traced back to Amoraic beliefs
in the potency of certain days of the week,

months,etc.

In Babylonian Amoraic literature we find,
according to Abayye

(Jrd - 4th century C. E . ),

that a

curse was considered especially effective when uttered

47
three hours after sunrise .

It was considered

dangerous , according to Samuel ( 2nd - 3rd century C. E .) ,
the Bebylonian Amara,

to bleed a natient on Monday or

Thursday, which were uhlucky days .

He said it was

equally dan 5 erous to undergo this operation on a
Vednesday felling on the fourth , fourteenth , or

58

twentyfourth of the month,

as well as the eve of every

48
festival, and in particular on the eve of P entecost.
It was even found to be dangerous to drink water on

49
the eves of Wednesday and the Sabbath .

Since

J~wish reckoning of time was based on the moon ' s phases,
an ecli p se of the moon was considered a fat a lity for

50
according t o the Tannaim, as quoted in

Israel,

Babylonian Amoraic literature.

The belief that,

of

the lunar months, Ab was consider e d an unlucky,
a
whereas Adar was deemed/particularly p ropitious,month
for the Jews,

is expressed by the Ba byloni a n Amora,

51
R . Papa.
Dreams, like the study of the stars, were
considered a strong factor in determining future events.
After the destruction of the Second Tem p le,

they took

on additional importance because they were the means,
according to Baba,

the Babylonian Amara,

by which

52
God was able to communicate with man.

It was only

natural therefore to believe that dre a ms disclosed
the divine will.
~hroughout the AI] we find reference to the
visitations of demons and of Lilith during the dreams

53

of clients, and invocations that the lstter be
protected from such visitations "neither in dream by

54
night nor sleep by day."
dreams,
detail.

In awe of the potency of

the Babylonian Amoraim discussed them in great
Even though it was known that a person who

59

55
went to bed in jovial spirit~ would have a good dream.
the fear existed that evil dreams might disturb his
ven Solomon, des J ite the protection afforded

sleep.
by his

ring, was terrified by evil s p irits in his

56
The AIB invocatione reveal the fear of the

sleep.

prognostication of dreams as well as the fear of the

57
potency of Lilith the par a mour.

58
Apart from sundry allusion to "The Evil Eye",
and

"the eye of contumely,

the eye which looks right

59
into the heart".
about

the AIE texts have little to say

the Evil Eye in general.

Nevertheless,

expression

itself suffices to inoicate an awareness of the power
of the eye as a vehicle of jealousy and malice,
t~is

and

beli~f may be illustr8ted from several naseages

in Babylonian Amoraic literature.

It was Rab who

declared that 99 out of every 100 people die through

60
the evil eye.
Pishael,

In fact, he said that ~ananiah,

and Azariah had been killed by the many eyes

dir~cted at them in astonishment, after they had been

61
rescued from the fiery furnace~
finds

This

tale in turn

a parallel in the story of R. Zera (4th century

C.E.), who could likewise emerge from a fiery furnace
and even exit from the fire of Gehenna unscathed,
until,

one 1ay, the sages cast an evil eye upon him

62
and his legs were singed.

One of the AIB magicians employs the expression

60

')0)'1
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1

))'17~0

?(_)}/ .

Yontgomery renders

this

"I am the seed producer of Joseph ••• ", supposing a
play of thought between Joseph as controller of the
fertility of Egy~t and of th t
however,

Seeing,

of a family.

that the text is accompanied by the figure

of a hand, a well-kno~n pronhylactic for averting

64
it is apparent that his r e ndering

the evil eye,

The true explanation

and interpretation are incorrect.
is, howevP-r,

r ccording to Jewish legendar~ lore,

th~t.

the desce n dants

•

of Joseph enjoy the uniaue distinction

6.5

of being invulnerable to the Evil Eye~

The idea

would seem to have been derived originally from a
fanciful interpretation of the words

\\v-'S))

n11J

\J.

f\G''

Sl'")-:l

f}--

in Jacob's blessing upon that

uatriarch (Genesis u9:22),

though a po p ular tradition

asserted as an alternative reason,
reward for the fact

that this was a

that Joseph had tried to protect

66
his mother from the gaze of ~sau.

This invulnerability

of the patriarch's descendants is expressly mentioned
in Babylonian Amo~aic literature, when we read that

"R. Jo~anan,"the Palestinian Pmora, "used to
sit at the gates of the ritual bath.

1

.lhen the

daughters of Israel asdend from the bath,
purported to have sr,ici,

go and

1

he was

'let them look upon me,

they may bear sons as beautiful and learned as
'f he
1

I

sages asked him:

that

I.'

'Do you net fear an evil eyer' -

am of the seed of Josenh,

1

he replied,

'against

whom an evil eye is powerless.' For 1·t 1.·s written,

67

61

'Joseph is

D

fruitful vine, even a fruitful vine above

68
the eye.

, 1h\,'-\
v
71,

figure

The use of the identical

111

,,\'""'IY
,."
~ 11 1~

"-~1

)Y
A

an d t h e use o f

exnression

th e accompanying
.

of the epotropaio hand therefore combine to

show that

the AIB reflects the

magical folklore.

time-honored piece of
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CH.APTER IV
HALACHIG INFLUENCE
In their efforts to restrain the superstitions
and magical nractices becoming more prevalent as

time

passed, the sages felt the need to increase the yoke
of the

observance of the law.

Their monotheistic

doctrines were in conflict with the superstitious
practices that were in operation.
God, in his omniscience and omnipotence, was the

Supreme Being to whom the Jews would turn for consolation
and worship, since the days of the Bible.

Due to his

divinity, reverence and care were always exercised
1

when expressing his name orally or in writing~

Thus ,

the scribe would use the utmost care when writing
God ' s seven divine names: i77/1{ 11.1n<
2
''.) \T{\
)

j)';)x }x ,J\n:'J..Y, ·,v.,

,since no erasures were

permitted.
It was the Tetragrammaton, the

01~ ' , however,

that was considered sacrosanct and holiest of all God 1 s
names .

This is best bo r ne out by the Babylonian

Amo~aic statement that , in the days of the Second Temple,
when blessing the people, the priests would articulate

the name YHWH in the Temple only .

Outside the Temple
4

they would use the title

'J YT'X •

After the deatb

pf t he High Priest, Simon the Righteous (circa 2nd

63

century B.C.E.), theuronunciation of the Name was

5
discontinued.
So holy and potent was the name YHWH considered
that one deserved no portion in the world to come,
according to the Tanna, Abba Saul

(2nd century C.E.),

6
if he pronounced the Name in its full spelling•

The

sages even attributed the death of Ranina b. Teradion

•

(2nd century C.E.)

to the fact that he had pronounced

7
the Name in public.

Since there was danger in urofaning the Tetragramm~ton,
that

~ID' ,

various Babylonian Amoraim felt

the Name should be kept secret.

Nahman b.

•

Isaac (bth century

C.~.)

The Amora i m,

and Raba said that
.(>I.

the Pronunciation of
Amora, R. Abina

YHWH was to be kept secret.

(3rd -

The

4th century C.E.), however, said

that YHWH was not to be pronounced as written, but to
8
be said as ' ,¥ , substituting X and J for '
and j7 .
It is worthy to note that when the Tetragrammaton
was written on amulets it was not deserving of being
9
saved if a fire broke out on the Sabbath.

Though the pronunciation of YHWH wes

closely

10
and limited only to a select few, it never11
theless appeared to be known to foreigners.
The

guarded,

magician of our texts was, therefore, eager to obtain
knowledge of its pronunciation for his practice.
Since his clients nrobably consisted of these Jews, who

64

\,}(Tl

may well be a.kin to the

L1)>

, literally the people

pf the land, that lived on the fringes of the Jewish
community and sought fulfilment of their magical
needs from one who wss very much like their own group
but who, nevertheless, had some smattering of Jewish
knowledge and folklore, he would be more wont to borrow
from the magic of alien cultures, and not to be
concerned unduly with moral and legalistic scruples.
He ¥ould

nnt hesitate to make use of the Tetragrammaton.

In fact,

the use of YHWH wa s prevalent throughout

the

AI:B.

The magicians of the

AWB reserved for themselves

the freedom to use the name YHWH as they saw fit.

They

used it as it had been used in the days of the Second

12
Temnle, when invoked by the high nriest in the Temple,
thus indicating a

comnlete disregard for the Halaka

regarding the suelling and writing of the Tetragrammaton,
since the bowls could be damaged or destroyed.

The freedom taken is evidenced by the vocalization,
in one AIB text,
name.

l. •

e.

of the Tetragrnmmaton in a pro~er

13
-i,
11 ,--..,:-.")'....,.....,
..L.11
t....L

•

In a n othe r text , we f1'nd

reference to the fact that it is said to be engraved

14
on a seal.

Often the Tetragrammaton was distorted

by the insertion of sunerfluous letters and syllables,
e•g•

ill

1
\

\

i1 1

, , ))

jl 1<

•

15
S om e t i me s such de vi c e s we re

em~loyed as a threefold repetition of the letter
evidently representin~
b

16

~

,
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Althcugh the sages discountenanced the free use
of God 1 s name,

they felt that amul~ts which contained

it were holier and more potent than others in warding
off demons.
permitted.
)

the Shema,

Certain such amulets were therefore
Since God's name appeared in the Torah,
the prayers,

these were felt

the mezuzoth, and the tefilin,

to bA doubly effective.

~evertheless,

if God's name was written in any amulet,

that amulet

could not be taken into a privy unless covered with
leather.

Tefilin, however, were excepted frcm this

rule and could not be taken into a privy in any

-r , and

circumstances because of the letters f..u ,

l?
which stand for

'r!;l}

, Almighty.

1

Aware of these

deep-rooted beliefs in the power of God's name in
amulets, the magicians of the AI B were not slow to
18
The texts
exploit the use of it against demons.
therefore abound in such expressions as

11

in YHWH and

19
for his praise the faith in him and his service"
and "and may praise he to God,

the Living and Lasting

20
who prevails."

The Jewish magicians of the AIB also felt free
to use such a phrase es "Hear Israel: YYYY our God is
21
one YYYY. ",
substituting YYYY for the YHWH of the
Scriptural text.

The importance of the Shem~ had been

stressed by the Amoraim in expressions such as "Demons
22

are kept sway if the Shem1 is read •••

11 ,

and "if one

recites the Shem! upon his bed, it is as though he

66

before him.

"Why did you do such a thin g ftt he asked.

"What else could I do?" replied the demon,

"Indeed," rejoined the

they put it down on my ear?"
master,

"but which business had you in a public place?

It is you that are in the wrong.
pay

"seeing th•t

You must therefore

for the damage!" "Will th e Llaster then give me time

to pay?"

A date was fixed.

demon defaulted.

When it arrived, the

He came to the court, and the sages

said to him, "Why didn't you keep to your date?"

"Our

rule is," replied the demon, "that we may not take
aw&y with us anything tied up,

sealed, measured, or

25
counted, but only what we find abandoned."
Seeing, then,

that demons could thus be regarded

as liable to court procedures, it was no g reat step
for the AIB ma~icians to apply to them the legal
measure of divorce.

Eve~ according to the Mishnah,

a female demon (succuba) who consorted with a man in
sleep would h a ve needed a divorce, since, in a sease,
her m~rriage, though frowned upon by the sages, could

26
be said to have been consummated through intercourse.

According to ~~th Shammai, a divorce required good

27
cause, and the cause had to oe sexual immorality.
The granting of a divorce in the case of such a demon
would fall within this c3tegory, and it is significant
that in one of the AIB texts she is, in fact, sent forth,

28
as an adulteress, stripped and naked.

Since the divorce writ, according to the Mishnah ,
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2J
held a two-edged gword in his hand."

The Jewish

magician of the AIB was therefore encouraged to use the

Shemh.
The magicians of the AIB did not. nevertheless.
always pray to God directly.

They would frequently

circumvent prayer to God and appeal directly to the
angels

(refer to Chanter I for full details).

they did not pray to the angels directly,

When

they did

refer to their powers end abilities in th e hope that
this would accomplish the desired ends.

This is borne

out in the text of one of the bowls in which the

.

magician refers . to the power of holy angels who

had been eummohedfro m heaven with a divorce writ

24
against a demon.

The notion of granting a divorce to a demon,
though found only in this Jewish source, does not
appear in Talmudic and Midraehic literature.
however,

B.

It is,

natural consequence of the attitude which

the sages entertained concerning demons.
Amoreic literature tells, for instance,

Babylonian
of calling a

demon to court for an infraction of human civil law.
Certain carriers, wantin g to take a rest, deposited
a barrel o~ wine, which they were carrying, under a
drain pipe.
to the Amora,

When the barrel burst, they went complaining
Mar b. Ashi.

That sage at once brought

forth trumpets and banned the demon who now stood

68
29
it

had to be expressly written for the woman,

was

only natural for the AIB magicians to do so for the evil

JO

Lilith,

Jl

telling her therein to "take this divorcea,

to "hear and obey and go forth from the house. and the

J2
dwelling of this ••• -".

They drew the line, however,

at including the regular formula that she was henceforth
"free to any man",

33

in the document, because their

intention was to sever her from her present huma n mate
rather than to facilitate her union with another.
Since only those well versed in the law were

J4
permitted to transact the formnlities of a divorce,
the magicians of the AIB resorted to twc powerful
~itnesses, Joshua b. Pernhia and E1 Shaddai,

35

in order

•

to offset the evil potency of Lilith, who mi ght not
accept the writ unless she were c onfronted with a
uower stronrer than hers.

Moreover, although anyone

J6
is qualified to act as bearer of the document,

the

magicians, wanting one strong enough to withstand the
demons, sent it "through lloly Angels."

37

With regard to the actual form of the writ,

we

find its terminology is strikingly similar to that
nrescribed by the sages.

In Amoraic literature the

:Mishnaic term 0 i1 J)J'lO "foreign -parts 11 ,
1

is used in

reference to a divorce that originat~s outside of

J8
Palestine or Babylonia.

In the AIJ3 the term

"across the sea", is analogous,

3g
the

magician using this formula to lend an air of

69

verisimilitude.

Furthermore,

ju~t as

the sages

40
so too does the AIB,

emnhasized the d te of the writ,
using the phrase,

41

n?i))>\

f•

l(t))•

•

"this day and

Other term~ used in Amoraic divorce-writs
42
43
)')l'lJl ~)~o
written as
r).)i-J ' J1 -1:iCJ in the AI:B,

forever."
are

44

\ 't"))~J..(u J\1c\X)
a nd

1;

1 lj

1

•)

(J

written as

;) l).'C.V

46

AI

(

in the AIB,

JY1 ~ ';r

written as ' :::)11(.) 1 1:))

1

')(j 1 ,A

h5

in the

ALB.
The earliest mention of a divorce granted to a

48
demon occurs in a medieval work, Ma'aseh Yerushalmi.

The daughter of the king of the demons, married to a
human being, wants a divorce from him, after all her
a pe~ls to him that he remain with her have failed.
He wishes to return to his first wife.

The cou,..t

49
5

~ants her request.

Anot~er way in which the AIB magicians exploited
the traditional concept that de~ons were subject to the
courts may be recognized in their use of the rite of

XJ'\ ?.J f..u

50
•

11

excommunication 11 , to bA n a demon.

As

a

~eans of enforcing public mor2lity and religious
behavior, the ban or excommunication was used by the
sages.

The Babylonian Arnoraim would imnose the

~1 ' Y) ,

51
reproof, for just one day,

and the

; )\'.) , senaration,

52
for a neriod of seven days.

1hese two bans were

corrective in character and involved only
expulsinn for a fixed Deriod.

6

temporary

at the end of which the

70

individual, showing signs of repentance, would be

.

readmitted to the fold.

was the

r::r,r,

nroper,

53

The most potent of the bans

which was imposed for an indeter-

54
minate period..

ihese three terms are used quite

indiscriminately in the AIB, all with the significance

5.5
of ridding the household of the presence of demons,

who had committed immoral acts against public decency.
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ChAPTER V
CONCLUSION

In this thesis

I have attempte~ to bro&den our

understanding of Jewish magic and superstition during
the Sassanian neriod vis a vis the Aramaic Incantation
Bowls and Talmudic literature.

Unfortunately, we cannot always shed light on a

magicel ~ractice or belief by comparing and analyzing
these

two literatures.

We mey,

therefore, have to go

farther afield in order to find the explanation for a
given ritual or mabical utterance.
The sage, R. fohanan was wont to shake the lulab,
the pelro branch,

in all directions ,

thus indicating

l
God's sovereignty over nature.
fact

that Ahab. Jacob, during

Of interest is the
this same ~ractice ,
2

would utter "This is an arrow in the eye of Satan."
This utterance against a demon in the midst of a holy
and

sacred ritual begs for exnlanation~

The

explanation c9n be found in James Frazer's G~lden Bough,
where mention is made that on an ancient Egyptian
relief from Saqqarah representing a

mummy at

the

entrance of the tomb, the women are depicted tearing
out their hair and the men waving palm branches,

avparently to 1rive evil s~irits away.

This custom,

he continues, has been inherited by the modern Arabs.
who similarly beat off the invisible foes with palm
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branches.

It,

therefore, appears that two independent

traditions have here converged;

the lulab, with its

religious tradition, and its efficacy to repel demons ~
the outgrowth of superstitiou~ belief, becomes a
composite of the two.

The latter tradition, i.e.,

the

belief in the power of the palm tree, is further amplified
in Resh La~ish 1 s belief that it was dangerous to ease
oneself between a palm tree end the wall,
between two palm trees,

or to pass

the source of the palm branches.

Another Palestinian Amara, R.

Isaac expounded that he
single palm tree is like

who slee~s in the shadow of a

J
one who wal~s through the valley of death.

The fear

of the palm tree's effects perhaps were believed to
be mitigated by selecting

one of its branches and

consecrating it in the name of religion, utilizing its
potency towards man's unseen enemies, the demons.
The blowing of the Shofar,
according to Amoraic literature,

the ram 1 s horn,
is to serve as a

reminder to God of Abraham ' s binding Isaac for a
sacrifice and to account it as though the Jews themselves
4
had bound themselves before God,
with the hope that
the Jew~, lik e Isaac, would merit saving .
to the contrary , states that

B••

I s aac,

the reason

they blow and sound a tremolo blast sitting and

y)l'·, n, I>' ei.n

they blow and sound a tremolo blest standing

is that it will confuse Satan.

5
Actually it is a well

documented fact that d.emons were annually expelled. ~

6

7J

A Tibetan New Year's Day celebration wa s reported to
contain a procession of monks accompanied by the music
of cymbals, trumpets, etc.

A figure

of a man, chalked

unon p n per, was laid upon the ground and set fire to.
The informant was told thatthis was a figure of the

7
Annual exnulsions of demons, witches, or

devil.

evil influences anpear to have been common in p agan
Eurone.

Among the pagan Gheremies, a Finnish people

of E3stern fu1ssia, Satan is expelled from their
dwellings on New Year's Day by blowin g on long
8
trumpets to frighten him away.
The nr e sent day

custom of blowing horns on New Year's Eve in the
Christian world h a rks back to the practice of expelling
demons periodically by blowing trumpets.

We can,

therefore, assume thPt aside from the religious
rationalization for the use of the Shofar there wa s
counled the more primitive belief. which was expressed
by R.

Isaac.

th3t it was to confuse Satan, i.e. to

exnel Satan the arch demon and give the people a new
9
lease on life on Rosh Hashanah, the Ne~ Year.
Death, the destroyer of life, has alwayg been the

~rime fear and concern of the living .

The sages

attributed the cause of death to sin .

R. Ammi, the

Palestinian Amora, stated that there is no death

10
without sin .

This is a highly developed concept and

would a near as an adequate ex~lanation in a religious
society.
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The Bebylonian Amora. Rab aTipears to differ markedly
with the other sages with re~ard to the causes of death.
Amoraic literature stetes that Rab went up to a
cemetery and Performed a magical act.

then declaring

"99 ~eve died through the evil eye and one through
11
natural causes."

This passage defies ex~lanation,

unlass we seek elsewhere fnr the reason.
~rimitive man lives in a world of spirits.

All

harm and malevolence usher forth from these unseen
hordes.

The primitive mind cannot conceive death due

to "natural causes" in this world, but only through

12
the medium of witchcraft and sorcery.
We may be safe in assuming th a t Rab hed no contact
with any primitive ~ribe but came to this conclusion
through his own independent thinking or he borrowed
it from the indigenous CQlture in which he resided.
This bears out the anthropological findings

that

similar concepts and beliefs may be found throughout
the world,

the unifying force being the human mind.

The examples cited above are just a few that
abound in comparative analysis of cultures.
through these means
can be explained.

It is

that otherwise recondite practices
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1 06 . Ilid., lL :5
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CHAPTER II
M GICiL FRlCTICNS

.

llJ~. Hontgcmery,

1.

l'esahim 112b,

2.

Montgomery,

4.

Pesahim lllb (They were called

cit., 1:6,

on.

5a

112 b ; cf Be r a k o t
Rev.

G•

cit., 17:3

11:5

7]~ 1

(

op.

'':l\LJ1 );

r e f e rs

t o cl e mo n s ) ; cf

• Cooke, :North Semitic Inscrintions

(Oxf ord at the Clarendon Press , 190J), P •

J and 4 ( \nDI.U7

C\nn~,

ma7 b

0

Phoenician firegod);

cf Psalm

<JW'

meaning of flame nnd lightning flash;

cf Deuteronomy

zli ( 1 '1,'°) J.(.'.)f TJ"'-'7

);

1

cit.,

6:7

Hullin 105b; cf Rossell.

oo .

cf Montgomery,

ou.

.

0 , Cl.Jil

l n))

IX (1937) -pp. 8lJ-95

(derives it from Greek

7.

Shabbat 61a

8.

Montgomery,

9.

EerF,kot 5a

on .

546;

'

5;

llJl, I' • 112

Origin of word is problamPtic; Ludwig Blau,
Jewish Encyclonedi& , I, n~

h s the

cf ~abbal_cuf III

cit., I> •

text 30 : 3 q_uoting Gord.on, .l&B.,

6.

lines

notes oa pp . 56-57

nears),

R

55

LXXVIII l.!8 and Canticles VIII 6 where

XXII

5.

Pesal:J.im

"Amulets" ,

cf Alexander Kohut,

VO 1 um e VI I

'cit'~~ ,

I

p • 12 J

knot)

cit,, 26 :1

,-.n, X' 1~x "J )...l7'0 r? ),v w ? x. 7, p;1 ~J pn~· '-(X
j_, n
~') ?ni·' ':L, 1r..))(\ .. . ll' '.l Jll D i.nw
I.JI-')' il \·½•1 ::1 \ i?'1''t? l ..nDl':J )y yr~t.J Jl;( )j) x.11?il

,w

11

1

1

10. Yoma 84a, Soferim IV l
l1ontgomery , on.

cit., 26:1-J, 8 : 2,

8 :11,

9 :11 exterior
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11.

Psalm XXIX,

Yoma 81.:a, J~ontgom e ry,

12.

Montgomery,

on .

lJ.

Yoma 8Lia

14.

Yerushalmi Ber~koth IX 12a bottom

n1it
-r i':)
I

1

,;{

I

t,

6 --:nY
,l ~ I ))

X

,;:; '.( I

op.

cit., ll./:1

cit., 12:12

~)) J7X'l

,s x)X

n11i 1

-x

y:)

IJ,X

~X 17J.A~

Hullin ~Oa, Abodah 3ar a h 4 2b
1 :2."Jl'J
C!Jws .. . J1 ,_
f).~ \':)!CL)'.:> 0 1 '1j)
1 n J..·r-,S~ 1 1il .. ~ i1 A11 '7tv i1 x: J, D

0

if')pTl
X~I

)"l~' .

::>x)?))

x.~

on,~ n
CJ ,w ~
.n i~r>::)l

r.:Jl(.L)~

S

Cl"Jln

16.

Sotah JJa

17.
18.

~ontgomery,

19.

Ibid . , 8:6

20.

].bid.,
·,~:)..

cit., 8:6, 8:8, 8:11,

op .

8:12

;)nJ''

(

;/~':)_

tJ iT1 ':). ..(

")•)..,r _J_

J)') ':.,

8:17

X ~ ~ '1 VJ ,>-__j
•.' 'J,{)))

21.

I bid. , J L• : 4

22.

~- .

32: Lr• 33:3, 34:2

23 .

Ibid.,

34:2

25 .

Gittin 69a,

26.

Shabbat 66b

27.

Pesahim lllb

69b, Shabbat 66b,

...
I

Ibid., 12:1, 3:2,15:2-3

28 .

•
Montgomery , on .

JO .

R . C. Thompson, Semitic Magic (London, Luzac & Co. , 1908)

cit.,

pp. 1R6 , 189, xxiii,

text 8,

lvii guoting P . Hau~t, Akkad.

und sufiler . Keilschrifttexte
xi,

Jl .

ii , et nassim

Mishnah Taanith

text 17

I II 8

(Leipzig, 1881-82)
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32 .

Ibid .

33.

Psalms XXIX ~-5, 7-9

31,.

esahim 112a

36.

Shabbat 119b

•

r

~J1J!)

l DJ:J

)~x-

~?'j,,

i1.J

1} Tl

~.'.J

\I) 1

rh

\J.J ''i

\'~ p\

Ibid.

JB.

Yoma Sha, Bcb~ BAthra 7Ja

39.

Abodah Zarah

I.Jo.

Baba Bathra 73a

Lil .

Yo:na 81.Ja

Li2.

Ifontgomery-,

41.J.

:Erubin 51.Ja

1.J5 .

Ber kot 60b

~6.

Berakot Sa,

47.

Montgomery, op.

48•

~•

49 .

Sanhedrin 97b

50.

~akkot

51 .

Sanhedrin 90b

52.

Montgomery,

53 .

Hoed Katan 16a

54 •

Ha k 1r o t

55 .

Shebbat 67a (Theee were nrobably the demons

65a

on,

cit., 1:6, 5:4, 5:6, 6:12 et :passim

cf Bera~ot 60b
cit., 24:4, 31:l.!

6 : 10 t 7 : 1 6

lla, Berakot 56a, Sotah h6b

en.

cit ., 8:6 et passim

11 a , :Be r a k o t 5 6 a ,

the underworld);

Mont~omery
,
-

ont·.

S o t ah l.! 6 b ,

San he d r i n 9 0 b

or

cf ~rubin 19a (unterworld is

referred to as

5 6.

1b

1_ytu

1

37.

I

Ir.) }(

11

ci·t •

•

lJ'l
•

mirey cla.y")
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57.

Montgomery, o n .

58.

Pesahim 110a,

.

cit.,

l!l0-11

Gordon,

(193u)

Archiv Orientalni, VI

Text C p. 326; cf Erubin 21b (Scoffers would be
condemned i n burning excrement);

cf Gittin

57a

(Punishment with boiling hot semen);

J11\7J1ll TIXlj')..
.JllliJ111

y,')

n't:J~)n

/11"' 511,:::)(oJ.. ~'')(
cf M.R. James,

1

X'(.:}')__

1

,'1.T

S))

)-..•yJc>;)Jl ~J .. .

x,'J.)\ .X.ltli7T

n ·.s,

Anocryphal Ne w Testament

y'J.l', ,v

;X'::)

~ " X .. .

1

:r~ \'G')\

(Oxford

~t the Clarendon, 1953), p. 515 (In the description
of Hell, in the Ap ocalypse of Peter, women who
have sinned are denicted aa being cast into a
deep pit into which flows all "torment, foulness,
&nd issue")

59.

Abodah Zarah J8b;

cf Radcliffe Browne,

op,

cit.,

p. 179 (Magical remedies were practiced by
everybody)

60.

Eerakot

61.

Montgomery,

62.

Gordon, Orientalia X (1941) pp. 117-118 text 1:4;

5b

cf Rossell,

on.

on.

cit., text 2

cit., yp .

77-78, 2:~ (The praxis

also involved t~rning over tho bowl itself)

63.

Ibid.

6h.

Berakot

55b (using Psalm XXX 12, Jeremiah XXI 12,

Deuteronomy XXIII 6)

65.

l~ontgomery,

66.

1.J?.ig_., 3~:11

67.

Eerakot 4Jb,

on,

cit., 2:1-2

cf Radcliffe Browne,

op.

(Bven walking n few yards at night,

cit.,~- 129

islanders

92

carried firebrends because of the spirits)

68.

Montgomery, on, cit., 2 :1

69.

l.Ju..!i.,

figure to text

Profane,

nr.

Bi cf Gaster, Holy and

9-11

70.

Montgomery,

71.

Eerakot 6a

72.

Montgomery, ou.

73.

Yoma 69b

71.J.

Shabbat 66b; cf Cooke, o n . cit., :P • 13.5

75 .

13erakot 62a

76.

I I Kings 18:4
JT, ,J I J) ·1JJ tJ 77

J)

d'Q'7f

op .

x

7j ,:,

_1.JJwn.J

cit.,

39:l.J

cit., 39:.5

J1

x , J..ttf \

Jl 11::l "J.. n J'I x

, 'o TJ xI n

,I\JJ?';j ,iw~ 7(LJJ( ..fl\/Jf)jTJ wnj --'1.J1)i
,6 Xlj)'/ 1S o ',Q(7,>) ~)(H.U' '.JJ. 1111

77.

Montgomery,

78.

Shabbat 6?a; cf Judges XV 16

79.

Sukkah J8a;

;i,0x n

iJ?j'il,7

o-P. cit., 1.5 :7

cf H. Kern "Een Spanisch Schrijver

Over Den Dogdienst Der Beidensche Eikollers",

:i3i.jdragen tot de Taal-Land-en iTolkenkinde van
Nederlandsche I ~ , xlvii
James Frazer,

(18971 p. 2J2; c f

Golden Bough (The ~acMillan Company

New York, 1951) Third Edition, IX,p. 260 (an
ancient Egyptian relief depicted evil spirits

being driven away by people waving palm branches);
cf. A. ~iedemann, herodots Zweites Buch (Leipsic,

1890), p . 347; cf Jl're.zer, o-p. cit., IX p . 260

(The modern ftrab a have the same custom).

93

80.

See Chapter I, P?• 18-19 showing desires of people
with regard to Lilith

81.

Kiddushin 81a;

cf Radcliffe-Browne, op. cit., p. 139

(arrows were used to keep s~irits away), p.140
(wound victims with arrows);

Religion des Ve das

cf H.

Cldenberg, Die

(1894) p. 271 (In India, an

arrow would be shot by a bridegroom crying "I
pierce the eyes of the suirits who surround the

bride~");

cf Gaster, _H oly e nd Profane,
:p. 108;
........,

cf Meneva Grhysutra I 10; cf Zechariah III 2
82.

Kiddushin JOa

83.

Yoma 69b

84.

·•ontgomery, ou, cit., 2:4

85.

Pesatim 110b

86.

P esahim 110a

87.

~-ontgomery,

88.

Gordon, Orientalia, X (1941) Pi 349 # 9731

89.

Pes9him 112a

90.

l:ont.;omery,

91.

Ibid., p. 239

0

2.

Gordon,

1.iontgomery,

95.

Shabbe.t 81b

)( ~,

l)jl

on.

cit.,

6:11

cit., 36:7

Orientelia,X (1941) p. 3L9

93.

X~

o-o.

011.

cit., 4:1

x;:i.,,7 J.1 7J.. i):J..11

, 'J" T ,1 -::i \ lJ1 1)(

-J..J)~•n .11'{ ll?JX'

# 9731

x1CJO

1-•1 Xil '·) o _•!Jc.JFJ

x..n ·~ n(D n x n
1 -;,

)<;J._,x~

jf..JT)O)(

i-,1b

XJ1S 1c"')

-;17 r?'i

'i) ' );'

1-

'.(?)

.:nx). +rt

;-J,r)'i

;J/J...nl(
'J(j11'11.JJ

96.

Il,ontgomery,

97.

Sanhedrin 65a

on.

cit., 6:6

94

x) 11.'T

\X?J 'X,1 -pS11

-r1r:)~1

'f,-•b x~T \'')'r'.)

110Y
98.

"'::lX

,r'). C ..
x?T

Kiddushin 73b ~nd Rashi
, .. ' ?.)\\));

/'½v11

\J. \)( --;)j ' l~j)

01'1J t.'.)

.ix 1:•::,,b

, ~_n)

)(eJ1•:)

i!,J)

lrJ\ n 11\) ,

1

r.: 1 •, ltJY, ~ '11n In 't:::n -

1J' c...J 1»<..o

'" cJ) 1

p\..\ b
j)

Kiddushin 7Jb

99.

100. Montgomery,
101.

on. cit., Lt :l

Ibid., J0:1-3

102. Shabbat 66b

103. Sukkah J8a; cf also

footnote 79

104. Hullin 105b
7)L:lJ1 1 1X

-;)'1.JlllX

s·,..

1)'':l X.1X)n1 XJl'-:1() l>T Hil1 'X~ l rlll \jlJi1 , , ,
r' JJ) X ' tiJX J..7 '")"). '"1n, 7}l t');-Jb IJ7)(' tl.Y,>~ ;<J.!r)i"'::l 'JljJ)
1 1 :J_~)( '':)'0 i)' ~ 1 r;ix •3i1 ,''J...))J) •xnx ;)•~ ,t:lX jltr;'.;) 1
)6 i.DX
~nlt)JVX~

,,,~'-L)

i) 'J1t)IJ.)
1 ":)

nx

n -o cv, )(,J1)rr:i. .n}( ""J'b '"Y.l'J. •~1it:i..
~°Jf'~ 1 r'.).) ~\[Ji) 'J•~ '11':)X t;:l•~'-lJ
,xXl )( 7J ,I> 1?.)x )(J) x ,, 'J. ':lY x x.)/.) ''>' x c:J n ':J

J).)toT XJi>
.n •fJ. ''X!) Q'').7
)(Jr,}'Y
Jr)..~ )Yl1J1\ X.J?.:)'"r ,(')

'0

, ':; 1-~ ?Jr J.
,7_:) .>;,

•n x ><~
~f's.JJ.Y::i-J XJlJl(J7 /5
J1

..11 1

5

1

1

I~

~<JI '1'J)DI ..., .. ~,

'...}l)J

x'li)U;JT

1117.'l

,5,~ 5-:J

p'n':l~l,Jr

i}I~

1))

105. !fontgomery. on. cit., 6:6

106. Ibid., 34:10
107. Ibid., 7:13

108. Targum to C2nticles VIII 3
X7~? Xj'J( ' • ~'?'Jn,v
{Jr.:;
l nJ.
~\l:>,J"\ 1cu1T

t~?.J' ,00),

I'.:)..

109. Shabbat 62a

)(5'lni:J

y)lX_

O)J~i' JllOX'
~J DTl.. j'~'"'JJ\
7(.)X} ~0?) -;l:lJc'.)) ,l:JS;-, J'~'!IJ, 6~

,1J4~

J'Y'J;l

50 -r•,, ~'")_,x

JC\X ~XlV)'J
1 'liJI
•~tr1)..1

xnr1rc";:) .i<_y

'i,.n1

X i> '1"rJ~

\~ 10

1<.Jl V,) ..J J f) ·, I) y , ..
,t;-,..?'Jf.u T ' ::L J't_,' PJ7
1~7 J)•6T pl.n ~•:Jp~

t.,(JJ-;J Jl'"J.~ ,?YJ}il X '..'iJ)I .. .
•'':lX '71?,l("f
' '.tl QlfJ/1";) OJTi1
1.> 1 0,>::i
;ico~S i)"'Jbn J ~''J..r1
··.ix

\"'\,,_)

l

!NJ /'

'.)' (Jr,)

;Jtll>:>S

110. Sha.bbat 66b
111. Ibid., cf Daniel 5:12, 5:16;
volume III,

cf alE"o Grimm,

on. cit.

• 1197 (hefbs for curative purposes

were Pic~ed with the left hand);

cf Panyri

9.5

96 notes

Osloenses, -P.

112. ?esa~im 109b, llOa
1

nJj)' ~ ~, 17D -., :r,\/J • x~ 1
~,~ \)'lie)
~.L, t,.,'j? 1r>><

7Jl

7J1

1

v~il>

llJ. Shabbat 66b,

67a

')..l

(J7X

~~x·

x~

X'jj);t l ...

,u~ '7n \":n'l

.il:l..>yi

\' f' TO j) p--) '.( )I

x~i

'lr,l I 'V 11

•,s·o

·~v'T ",J)U\l.J,).)
i)))?-Vl I J)tl s >0 .d >C~l'j) ::n ,i"))(
1
'l I.ill i) ,))-:1-W ~ •~ •u;:t ~)>'1! I "") I (LJ~ --;] )>'J!U T,) 1 ')' o -V y"J.rlJ I •'l l<J/":J ;) 'y).'i/J;,'}
ljf>,':'.) •~t-:1. il))°l<.LJI •).71 il})"1..([Jr') 1"1'JI-;) i'l))'J..WI '7>0 jl))").,JJI':) 1 7".J)\ -;l})'"J..tJJI
'X.t-; 1_::i.. ~1 '.) ::l- )\1 •d) , 1..-, (~>':i n'J- , fJ...)', "~.~ 1 J('j!J .\:i>::>7 X) ?' 1~~ 'Y). ,1 ,n.1/J \
l j)~

~})

<LJ\

114. Montgomery,

o ·o.

cit., 5:2-.3; cf Karl Preisenda.nz,

Papyri Graecae Magicae Die Griechischen Zauber-

panyri(Leipzig, 1928) p. 34 line 24 (reference to
seven lights &nd seven se&ls);

cf Gordon,

Orientalia X (19u1) p. 120 text J line 3 (countersealed with seven seals)

11_5.

ontgomery, on, cit., Jl:8

116. Gordon, Orientalia, X (19LL1) p. 119 text 2 line

5

117. Moed Katen 17a
118. N edar im 32b
1
1 07-:ix ")!Jl'J
I y ~l:l7'> il~llJl':l- Oi7,:l.X '}_.Jl°J

jJ" "J.?i1

CJ' :;').1X I Q 'J\X

h

~~ 1:1•½ni1 ?\, 0~1

Q'7'1.X

;J\U~ \{.It

x,)...X

I

on. cit., 8:3,

cf 17:5

121. Hosea II 5
122. Montgomery,

on.

123. Mishnah Sotah ?a

I I

a')'f).,X 1 o ~x r:> ~.i>

119. Hosea II 5, Jeremiah III 8, Isaiah L 1
120. r~ontgomery,

r,:. ~

'b

7'.:l.

cit., 8:3, cf 17:.5

TJ.X

iUl~.J l{) I

•
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CHAPTER III

MIDRASHIC INFLUENCE
cit., l :4-5

1.

Monte;omery,

2.

Sukkah 52a; cf Bundahish XXX 30-JJ (On the last day,

op.

Ahuramazda would g o to war, ac"e'9mpanied
by his seven
. . , .•
archangels , against his arch e:Q.em.1 ,- Ahrima r, and hie

seven archfiends .

After Ahuramazda 1 s victory, the

serpent w0uld be burned in the molten metal of the
unAerworld,

himself);

into '.vhich Ahrim an would also throw

cf a lso Apocalypse XII ?ff

( Mi chael and

his angels go after the g reat dragon and old serpent,
defeating t h em).

.t.,_,

5- 6 •

J•

II

h.

B~ba Bathra 7~b; cf Apocalypse XII

5.

Sukkah 52a

6.

Baba Bathr~ 74b

7.

Baba Bethra

9.

All the aforementiotied passages concerning the

BO Ok

Of

.En OCh II

•

Cll2Am

,G,j

LIV

pp ..

2 2 0-2 2 1

7

75a

Leviathan point to the fact

that the legends

origin~ted in Palestine.

10. Montgomery,

on, cit., 2:4

11. Baba Bathra ?4b
12. R.H. Charles, Anocrynha and Pseude~igranha of the

Old Testament. Volume II, "IV Ezra"(Oxford at the
Clarendon Press, 1913). VI ''9-52; cf Baba ]athra 74b
1~. Montgomery , o~. cit., 2:6
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1~.

Sotah 47a (Unabridged Soncino Edition) P• 2h7-8 ,
uncensored version (AmPterdsm and Berlin edition,1865)
cf Sanhedrin lJ?b p.

736 note 2 (unabridged and

uncensored versions) where Jesus the Nazarene
practiced m2gio.
15.

R.

Travers herford, Christianity in Talmud and

liidrash (London, ~illiams and Norgate,190J),pp.5l ff.
16.

Sotah 4?a, Sanhedrin 107b uncensored versions; cf
however, Yerushalmi !agigah 77d middle (the story
is related concerning JudBh ben Tabbe\\ who fled to
Alexandria e.nd was sent a letter from Jerusalem
"until when will my beloved dwell among you and I
grieve concerning it?"t

17.

Matthew II 15 ("and Jesus was there until the death
of Herod; that it might be fulfilled which was
sroken of the Lord b? the prophet , saying 'Out of
I

Egypt have

I called my son '" - Ho~ea

XI 1 ) cf

M.R. James, o~. cit., p • . 59~(A;cordirig to the
Gospel of Thomas, Jesus was seven when he left Egypt)
18.

Sotah h7a uncensored versions, Hosea XI J

19.

Isaiah XI 1, cf Sanhedrin 43a uncensored versions
(

,~") , Nezar , a foll)\•Ter of Jesus derived his name

from this passage);

cf Jacob Lauterbach,

the Talmud", Rabbinic Essays

(Hebrew Union College

Press, Cincinnati, 1951), p • .559

.

20.

Pesahim lllb

21.

Montgomery, ou. cit., 1:1:J

22.

Pesahim lllb
•

"Jesus in

98

23 .

Montgomery , o-o .

cit ., 32 : 3 , JJ:J

24 .

Ibid . , 17 : 12

25 •

Hat thew IV 2 J ff , IX J .5

26 .

Mont go mery, on . ci~ ., J4 : 2

27 .

Ibid . , 9 : 2-3 , 17 : 10, 8:6

28 . Josephus , Antiouities, VI I I 2 p aragraph .5
29 .

Sanhedrin 20 b

JO .

Gittin 68a,

32 .

Ro.:;sell , on .

68b

cit ., p .

Archiv Orientalni, VI

JJ .

Rossell , on .

cit . , p-p .

97,te:x:t 21 : 4,5,8 ; cf Gordon ,

(1934) PP • 319-334
96-97, t ext 21 , n . 85 text

10 : 4-5: Montg0mery , on . cit ., 34 :8

J4.

Montgomery ,

on .

ci t., 11 : 9

J7 •

Mont go me r y ,

ou •

c i t • , 4 : 4-

J8 .

Ibid ., 34 :1 1

.5

3 9.

Sh2 b bat 156a
.
,J).,)) J_"Jl:J:lT \Xt:J 'x il ... 07\A 71,)}W ?1"1) ><~X 0-1)>. 01 1 )y{,l K)
..
Jn1 ,. i7-1 7J-A ·
:J. ~1.Yi. T )XO 'X
11 1 •x ..rT') 1•n)) ,:i>. •;i·

n;

n .. .'

)(Jl':l- °J.T fX?';) 'Xil •··l')l'7?~ ~•""J.CJ '7J.r\ ',/ "j"/j'J.;J.)."l )XI~ 'X'i7
Q '7)(f.Jl V)) i,l ·•w1 J'7'.:l.,\ 1 ij' ,;i1'j.:i.r ,~1::i 1 )(i1,.,r)t!)')._ i1 1J,'j__\{J n r) IJA 1,l'
40.
Taani th 25a
0'.l'f ,'\LJ'i( lJ.). •;,'
1

1

41.

Shab b a t 146a , sim i lar to Syriac bow l J~ : 6 in
,. o n t gornery ,

r,

op .

ci t.
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~2.

Moed Ka t an 28a

43.

!!egi ll&.h 3a

44.

~oed Kat2n 28a

46.

Montgomery,

q7.

JJerakot ?a, ,<l_bodah Z:irah 4b
''J YJ\''D,1 jtu .JJ:>11 7.\;11 11 "1:x 1ot n5l1 .f)t~ 1 x .
. :x-»·1:1 ,n"X' •xp1 KP.AJ1J11 x.n>)..1::1

x.11·n

~?

op.

cit. , 6:5 -6

illi1 ')~ )1 ).)'lllil' 1'11 i1'Jl\'J..:l\Ol ~l\i17

/i~·r:.::i

\']. il'rJ(?l>i\
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X~l)..}l.Jl
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1
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1

·p1,j

Xli'lil

'Xl?').. ,1·~ ,)):V)

'l'J.0 "il'J.. \"~\ XD7 ~'

l.!8.

Shabbat 129b

l.!9.

Pesa}:iim 112a

5 0.

Sukka.h 2 9a

51.

Ta~nit 29b; cf Sukkah 29a (eclipse of sun was a
bad omen for the whole world) ; cf Cicero,~

Divinatione, Liber Primus , Commentary by Arthur
Pease (Universit~ of Illinois Studies: VI May,
1921)

art II p . 171 (a real eclipse was the

nrecursor of th~ death of rulers as borne out by
the fact that there was an eclipse before the
death of Caesar);

cf Radcliffe-Browne ,

52.

lliJ (eclipse of sun)
•
¥agiga.h 5b

53.

!-!ontgomery,

54 .

1..!li.£i., 6:10, 7 :1 6, 26:5

55 .

Sh~bb&t JOb

56.

Gittin 68b, Canticles Ra bba to III 7-8

57.

Montgomery,

01,-i.

p.

OT .

ou .

cit., zL : L, 31 : 4

cit ., 39:10, JL1 :12, 31:4

cit.,
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58.

1.Ju..i.., 5:4

59.

Ibid., J0 : 4

60.

Buba

61.

Sanhedrin 93a

62.

Baba Me~ia

1

1e~ia 107b, Yerushalmi Shabbat XIV 14c middle

85a

!,J.

l~ontgomery , on , cit., 42 , cf J3r.=:ra.kot 20a
1 ~l
0)'1,lYT 1 1,.1.H.u)( l'JVI >•-r)( K? ,J!,H
i}/j) (Jnf i ''7

S

'.J.

}S'JJ\Oi'.)

i'l~''l.JP

xS

0·S

'i"P

i<fl

()~7
'lL}l',..l X))'l''t-,>~

J\tJ.:t

V'So

1

:> '"'lt?K

7())( 'J1fl':J 'l"'D\LJ1 )()J7T 10b •1.LJl
l()X /il? '"")('))( )(
':J. X.)'),IT-l 70 '!!Jl()?'.l

1

... '>I

64.

\ 1.f\)() )x1(L)'

;J J11~)'1')

, J..

K .J, µ

;1 1 J.

n S'CJ

x SI

x j •JJ ><

Mont gomery , op . cit., figure to text 42; cf Berakot

55b (To nrotect oneself when entering

a

city,

one

wss advised to place one 's right thumb in one 1 s
left h~nd, and one 's left thumb in one ' s right ,
,saying _ttI, N. N., son of N. N., am of the seed of
Jopeph, whom the evil eye may not touch.");

anyri Osloenses, p. 26,p. 76 notes
used as a remedy to preven t

cf

(gesture was

enemies from s~e~king

evil of the client); cf Frede rick Thomes Elworthy
The Evil Eye
p.

(Londo n , John Mu rray, 1895), p . 150,

254 (Doorknockers, with a hand g ras ping a ball

with the .h in 6 e at the wrist, used as prote ctive

a mu lets, were found in P ompeii).

6.5.

13erakot 2pa

66.

Genesis Rabba LXXVIII 13

67.

Genesie XLIX 22

68.

Berekot 20a,

cf Berakot 5jb
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CHAPTER IV
HALACHIC INFLUENCE
1.

Soferim IV 1, Abot Rab Nathan XXXIV 2

2.

Soferim IV 1

11

?j

1

~~n )

(enumerfltes 6 omitting O'i1J))(' );

end of 18th century)

(Jacob Naumberg,

who exulains that

cf

)x includes all n a mes of S\l l)1x );

Abot Rab Nathan XXXIV 2

3.

JSa;

Shebuot

cf Shabbat 120b (It

~as

forbidden to

bathe if the Divine Name had been written on the
skin)

4.

Mishnah ~otah VII 6

5.

Yoma 39b

6.

Abodah Zar~h 18a, Mishn Ah Sanhedrin X l

7.

Abodah larah 18a

8.

Kiddushin ?la,

?eeal).irn 50a, cf Montgomery, op. cit.,

3:6, J:10 (refers to The G- reat Name)

9.

Shabbat 115b

10. Kiddushin ?la

(Because of immorality the High

Priest spoke the Name in a low voice and
even less known)

11. Yerushalmi Sanhedrin 28b top

12. Mishnah Sotah VII 6

13. r-'cntgomery,
ll.J. Ibid.,

011.

cit., 26:4

11:9, cf Gittin 63a,

15. Montgomery,

17. Sha.bbat 62a

on.

cit., 5:7,

68b
1),._

60

it became

102

cf Kropat ch ck, De Amuletorum hnud Antiquos Usu
(1907) p.

(Greek charms were fre~uently covered

J4f

with linen or le a ther);
p.

cf F BYri OsloenseJ,

96 notes
on.

cit.,

18.

Montgomer y ,

19.

Ibid.,

20.

Obermann,

21.

Montgomery,

22.

Berakot 5a

23.

Ibid.

24.

r ontg o mery, op, cit., 8:6, 8:lJ

25.

Hullin 105b
•

3:11

29:12
"Ar<amaic Llhar m",

on.

cit., 1, lines 23-24

o • cit., 26:1

,

X.J)t \JJ )

' ~'

,J .'..) 'r'J

S r':l

1

1

~? . .,

~ j'lt.1.J /) 6

26.

Mishn h Kiddushin I l

2?.

Aishn,h Gittin IX 10;

28.

Montgomery,

29.

Mishnah Gittin III 1

30 •

Mo n

31.

Ibid., cf 17:9, 26:6, 8: et passim

32.

Ibid.,

33.

Mishnah Gittin IX J

JL.

Kiddushin 6a, lJa

35-

iontgom~ry, ou. cit., 8:11, 17:12

J6.

Gittin 2Ja (except a ~eaf mute, lunatic and a minor)

37.

Hontgomery,

JB.

Mishnah Gittin I 1, Gittin 6a

0

1) .

t g o me r ;1 , o P

•

cf Matthew XIX 9

cit., 8:J, cf 17:5

ci

t • , t ex t 8

8:10

on.

cit., 8:lJ

7 t'J )(' '()

l''y

q• j1

Jl~•T~J

n .J

0.Jl

r

·»S

.
I

,,

n

,~ '?] 'J.I

~nx

)(

(j)..

>('')}'.)ti

.}_.i))...)

J..l

lOJ
)( : )(

~1.l

')t) J\ ' )(

Montgomery,

40.

Gittin 85b

41.

Montgomery, op. cit., 8:16

L:.2 .

Mishnah 'Git;tiiCIX 3

43.

Montgomery, op.

Li5.

Montgomery,

46.

Mi8hnah Gi\tin IX 3

L~7.

Montgomery,

48.

Ma'aseh Yerushalmi, op. cit., p. 66

' 49.

Ibid., pp.

,7 ~Q)

,I

j'tl'J\

r'J

·_)~ )_

39.

on.

/\)IA

cit., 8:9

cit., 26:6

on. cit., 8:13

op. cit., 8:7

56-66; cf Douglas L. Oliver, op. cit., pP .85-86

50.

Montgomery,

op. cit,., 8:6

51.

Moed Katan 16a (It was imposed for seven days in

Palestine)
(It was imposed for t11.irty cays in Palestine)

52.

Ibid.

53 •

Mishnah Taanith III 8, Moed Katan 16b

54.
55.

,Moed Katan 17b
Hontgomery , op,

cit., 8:6,

cf 31.i:3
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CHAPT~R V

COlJCLUSIO:t-;
1.

Su kah 3?b
.J)I
'y "Y, X VJ

n r,

1>

1

,x01

2.

Sukkah J8a.

3.

Pesahim llla

4.

Rosh Hash&na 16a

5.

Rosh Hashana 16b

6.

Frazer, ou. cit., IX, pp. 198-208

7.

Ibid., p. 203

8.

.ll!il·,

.

p.

156

11 . Baba Mezia lO?b, Yerushalmi Shabbat 1t:14c middle

•

12. Lucien Levy-bruhl, Primitives ann the Supernatural

(~.?. Dutton

& Co .,

New York;l935), u .
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ADD'ENDA ET CORRIGEUDA

1.

, ge

2•

Page

3.

4.

5.

- X 't.µ should be '"l''l.V

15

33

line

53

1 st line

-

\'JYllJ

\

beibge should be beings

age 66 should be page 67 and nage 67 sh c,u.ld be page 66
Page 72 line 3

-

trandtion ahouli be tradition

Page 75 footnote 8 -

The Uishnah,ho we ver ,does

believe in the efficacy of emulets .

1i tness Mishnah

Sh bbat VI 2 and VI 9, ~ishnah Sanhedrin VII 11 and X l
ilfft.l\('Ji) V":} l..\'X'
)/'<,lj)'l ..
'Xi)
><~' xS
:l.:1 J\J.~ i1Yxn-:i
, n. on ::i , >Y 11t1 } 1.1 -~ .i\ 1 n ;i .Jl ~ · i:i. p: )' 1• U : 1 J )J.
;u D
•1 ?-;) , >< 0 ,r .) J ,1
7 · x t~ · -i1 · YJ..., ,, k P-J I o \ 'V n l , L; ~ ,1 r:-.
1 ")j()x'i7
'::>,T
01\u/) ))Q'l( ~1111.

l

Ti<

6.

Page 80 line 2 -

7.

Pege 81 footnote 1 - add cf Daniel IV 14

8.

Page 84 footnote 60 - add "Tobit" VIII 1-5; add

Haeres should be Haereees

cf also Frank Zimmermann,

The Book of Tobit

(Harper and Brothers, New York, 1958), pp. 10-11
t'The purpose of the liver, burned to waft smoke,
undoubtedly was employed to break the enchantment,
to break the hold of the demon.
of the tale,

In an earlier form

the heart had a separate function •••• one of

the functions of the heart was to ward off and
repel an evil spirit , i.e.

to protect Tobias

himself.") It is ~ossiblP. that the heart or liver

was used as a sop for the demon.
9.

Page BL•. footnote 61 -

J')1J)()

ti'');)

•

addjJ1J•~ n~t.b-":1

after

JJl"V'J.y \()~\[)

0Hshnah Srie-.bbat II 6)

10. P&ge 9L for.tnote 97-add to text quoted
1~·').(
l "_jj) 1:i_
111K' .~,,>. l'"ln ,nx ,:J.fl 1J1n 1"J,
1
...
1_,j r
•' -:-1.x 10 x- Q'"J.7 fl)) 1 t:J'\lj n.J
11 • ?age 95 foctnote 123 - Mishnah Sotah ?a should read :

Mishnah Sotah I

5

12. Page 97 footnote 19 -

Nezar should read Beser

13. Page 102 footnote 17 -

omit ef Kropatscheck, De

Amuletorum Apud Antiguos Usu p. J4f

(Greek charms

were frequently covered with linen or leather);
add L. Dubner,"Charms and Amulets

(Greek)", Encyclonedia

of Religion and Ethics, Volume III, p~ . 438b ~Greek
charms were often enclosen in linen or leather)

14. Page 103

footnote

45 -

This is another instance

of the magician's ignorance of the Hala~a.
Gittin 85b
~

11 Abay-ye

said,

of

'One who writes out the

••• should not snell.Jr),\ ' )( which might be read

i g arath (a roof) but

JI,.>.)('.

15. Page 75 footnote 1 - add of

,n

Aristeas To P hilocrates

Edited and Translated by Moses hadas

(Harper

Brothers, New York, 1951), p. 71 note 99

&

